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COMMENCEMENT
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Graduation
prayer back;. ,
not all people
say'amen' Faculty Hall elevators leave some students stuck taking stairs
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor
The absence of a prayer from commencement wasn't long-lived. After an
invocation was removed from the ceremony prior to December's graduation in favor
of a moment of silence, the Regents recently voted to reinstate it. Not everyone is
happy to have it back.
Regent Bill Adams said when the prayer
was taken out of the December commencement ceremony, a moment of silence was
inserted in its place.
Adams said the motion to reinstate a
prayer was raised in a recent meeting, and
the Board voted unanimously in support
He said the prayer allowed the University to
give thanks.
"As the motion was stated, it was an
opportunity for us to honor our creator,"
Adams said. "In order to be appropriate, I
would expect (the prayer) to be nondenominational and appropriately done."
Adams said putting the prayer back into
the ceremony won't please everyone.
"I don't think the vast majority of the
audience will be offended, but in fact appreciate it," Adams said. "Some will be pleased,
some will be displeased and some will go
either way."
Scott F.llison. b'Taduatt.• student from St
Charles. Mo.. and student Regent, said he is
glad to see the prayer put back into commencement.
"1 am a very faithful person, and personally,llike to have it there to start off the ceremony and thank God for what he has done
for us," Ellison said.
When the prayer was taken out last year,
Ellison said he decided to look into the issue
because he was passionate about having the
prayer in the ceremony.
"I was told since Murray is becoming
more diverse it was inappropriate to represent one religion because it could offend
people," Ellison said.
Ellison said the Board decided to reinstate the invocation because prayer and
religion are parts of the United States. He
said a prayer should be a part of commencement because it has been in the ceremony for a long time.
Not everyone is so pleased.
Meg Brown. professor in the department
of modern languages, said via e-mail that
the prayer is inappropriate because Murray
State has stu·
dents from

internationa
students
students
diverse

s a i

Investigators
release more details
on student robber
A Murray State student accused of robbing Pocket's Shell Food Mart was released
on bond while Murray Police continue to
search for another subject involved.
Ronald Scott, freshman from Louisville,
Ky., was arrested March 26 and charged
with robbery, two counts of complicity to
burglary and two counts of theft by unlawful taking of more than $300, according to a
press release. Some charges were from burglaries at other convenience stores. Scott
was released from Calloway County Jail on
a $25,000 cash bond. The Office of Student
Affairs said Scott was removed from Clark
College last week.
Police are still searching for Johnny Grinstead, 21, from Murray. Students with information about Grinstead should call Detec·
tive Kendra Smith at 753-1621 or Crimestoppers at 753-9500.

AsbleyEdwanb
Assistant News Editor

j

You are late for a class in Faculty Hall, and you've
just realized that your mad dash to catch an open
elevator was futile - it's broken again.
Problems with the elevators in Faculty seem to be
increasingly frequent, and some students are concerned for their safety.
Jessica Grogan, junior from Arlington, Ky., said
she has experienced technical difficulties with elevators in Faculty firsthand.
One day after leaving her job on the fifth floor of
the building, Grogan said she took the elevator
along with two other students, only to get stuck
between floors.
"It was scary," Grogan said.
Grogan said she made an emergency call but had
to wait 15 minutes to be released and none of the
trapped students received any kind of apology.
"The elevators arc a big problem because Faculty
Hall is very busy and sometimes people can't afford
to be late because of a problem with an elevator,"

Grogan said.
Scott Barnes, equipment manager for Facilities
Management, said his office receives calls regarding
problems with elevators about twice a month.
"Based on the fact that Faculty luls four elevators
and also. the constant use. these elevators perform
very well," Barnes said via e-mail.
Barnes said Facilities Management takes sufficient measures to ensure the safety of all students
who use the elevators, and has employees whose •
sole duties are elevator maintenance. Barnes said
the employees are on call 24 hours a day.
"They visit every elevator on campus every day
to check on their operation, whether or not a problem has been reported," Barnes said.
Facilities Management occasionally receives
reports of problems with elevators in the other
buildings on campus, but that does not mean they
are untrustworthy, Barnes said.
Barnes said the state of Kentucky has dedicated

see ELEVATORS, 3A

Officials petition cabinet for budget change
Emlly Wadmer
News Editor
Seven days later and nothing has
changed in the status of the science
complex, but University President
Randy Dunn said progress should
be made by the end of this week.
University officials went to
Frankfort March 26 and 27 hoping
to gain a budget language change
which would allow funds allocated
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Becky Pasldevtc:b
Staff writer

The .final story in The News'
series on student sacrifices.

for Phase Ill of the complex to be
used to complete earlier phases.
When the legislative session
closed without granting the change,
Dunn said a letter of request was
sent to the Finance and Administration Cabinet for a budget interpretation.
The Cabinet could not, by law,
consider a change while the assembly was in session.
"We think it is probably going to

be difficult to get that (language
change) because the language for
the budget in 2006 was pretty clear,
saying that this last appropriation
was for an engineering and physics
building," Dunn said. "There's not a
lot of wiggle room in that language
but we still need to make the
request of them to interoperate."
Dunn said if the Cabinet rules in
favor of the language change, construction will progress as planned.

With sandal season in full bloom, many girls parade
around campus with bright pink toenails and manicured hands. But there exists another who strides
with bare nails, exposing her natural cuticles to the
world as part of her Lenten sacrifice.
Michelle Crockwell, sophomore from Chesterfield,
Mo., sat in her room the night before Lent began, perplexed as to what to give up. As she sat at her computer painting her nails the perfect sacrifice surfaced:
she vowed to have polish-free nails for 40 days and
40 nights.
Crockwell, who attended a Catholic elementary
school. began giving up something for Lent when she
was about 10 years old. Normally she would join the
legions of her peers and swear off soda or candy.
Prior to Lent, which began Feb. 21, Crockwcll
painted her nails at least three to four times a week.
The polish-addict would completely remove the current color and apply a brand new coat of another
shade. She has been doing this ritual since she began
wearing makeup, she said, probably since she was 13.
Although some days she has a strong desire to
paint her nails, she is handling it better than she
expected.
.
"My roommate said she didn't think I could last 40
hours, never mind 40 days," Crockwell said.

If the Finance Cabinet does not
allow the University to use the
funds, officials will ask permission
from a legislative committee to use
a limited amount of University
funds to keep the project going.
"If they are not favorable to the
requests, and right now we arc
afraid that it col,lld come out that
way, because there is not wiggle

see COMPLEX, 3A

During the colder weather, sporting naked nails
wasn't so hard. But as soon as temperatures rose, so
did her desire to break out the polish.
"There's days when I still want to paint my nails,"
Crockwell said. "Especially now that I can wear flip·
flops, it's harder."
Although she said others have been critical of her
sacrifice, Crockwell feels surrendering her polish has,
in fact, achieved her goal for the Lenten season.
"(Catholics give up something for Lent) to become
closer to God and realize what Jesus went through,"
she said.
Her sacrifice bas also helped her in ways that
aren't necessarily spiritual.
"I've realized I don't have to paint them as often,"
she said. "I've noticed that they're not horrible-looking without polish."
She said that she has faltered with previous sacrifices
but with this she has survived the longest; the best part
now is there are onJy a few days left.
Crockwell said she anticipates waking on Easter Sunday, twisting open a bottle of red nail polish and giving
her nails some long-awaited color. Proving her roommate wrong, of course, will be an added bonus.

Becf...y Paskievich can be reached at rebecca.paskievic:h
@murraystate.edu.
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briefly

Thursday, March 29
2:29 p.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported a possible
stolen vehicle. The vehicle was
located in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.
2:44 p.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported
a suspicious malE.' subject on the
sixth floor of the building. An
officer did not make contact with
the subject at the building or at
Waterfield Library.
7:08 p.m. A caller from Hamilton Field complained of a person
walking a dog on the field. An
officer talked with the athletic
department, who advised the
person could walk the dog there
but asked the person to stay off
the playing field.
8:36p.m. An officer on Chestnut
Street issued three citations to
Susan M. Carp. grad student from
Hardin, Ky., for careless driving,
no insurance and failure to
change the address on her driver's license.

Friday, March 30
Paul Ho llddcly/contributor

Dave Hormansell, sophomore from Belleville, Ill. prepares to score agoal during the soccer match
between Sloma Phi Epsilon and Sloma Chi. The fraternities competed Monday at the intramural fields.

,.

Club holds lawnmower
maintenance days

Dodd at ame lia.dodd@murraystate.edu
or at 809-64~53.

The Agriculture Engineering T echnology Club will host a Lawnmower Clean
Up and Fix up for faculty and staff's lawn
mowers.
Fees are $20 for a push mower and $30
for a .riding mower.
Services include changing oil, servicing
air filter, checking wheels, sharpening
blade, balancing blnde, servicing spark
plugs, checking carburetor!t, checking
cables, changing fuel nnd washing.
Faculty and staff may bring their lawnmowers to the Howton Agriculture building today from 1:30 to 5 p.m. or Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon.
Service will be on a first come, first
serve basis.
For more information, call 809-6187.

Students compete in
pageant Saturday

Faculty,shdl health f~

provides health screenings
The spring Health Fair for faculty, staff
and spouses will be from 8 a.m. to l p.m.
April 26 in Carr Health.
Screenings will include cholesterol
proflle, blood sugar, blood pressure,
sleeping disorder 'assessment and others.
For more information, contact Amelia

The Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
will be held in Lovett Auditorium.
The doors open at 6:30 p.m. and the
pageant will begin at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday. Tickets are $5 or $3 with a R.acercard.
They can be purchased Thursday and Friday in the SGA office or at the door.

Student Ambassador
informational meeting set
Studc.mts interested in being a Student
Ambassador may attend an information
session at 5 p.m. Monday in the Curris
Center Theater. A required group interview will be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Curris Center Stables. For more information, contact School Relations at 809289~..

Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles
Campus Briefly. I[ you would like to submit
Information f or Campus Briefly, phone
809·4480.

4:09 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported an intoxicated
subject threatening to leave the
area driving a vehicle. No contact
was made with the subject. The
subject returned to their room at
5:53a.m.

.the news
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Murray State Police for possession of marijuana and drug para·
phernalia.
8:48 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Leslie
Schwettman, sophomore from
Murray, for disregarding a stop
sign and operating on a suspended drivers license.
U:.S4a.m. The residence director
at Hester College ad vised the
west elevator was making loud
popping noises between the
fourth and fifth floors. Central
Plant was advised.

Sunday, April I
1:18 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported a room on the third
floor had a hole in the wall and
wires were exposed. Central
Plant was advised and a officer
took a third-degree criminal mischief report.
2:22 a.m. An officer was advised
to tell the front desk at Hart College there was a large gathering
on the fourth floor cast stairwell
and it needed to be broken up.
2:53 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a subject tampering with the bicycle rack in
front. Some · bikes had been
pushed over and the subject
entereJ the college.
12:21 p.m. A caller from Woods
Hall reported a fire alarm activation. Central Plant and the Murray Fire Department were
advised. The alarm was restored
and went back into trouble. The
state fire marshal was notified.
An officer took a report.

• 7:25 a.m. A caller from Hart Col·
lege reported a bum mark on the
wall of the west elevator. The
Murray Fire Department and
Facilities Management were
notified. The fire marshal was
advised. An officer took a report.
Monday, April2
8:04 a.m. A caller from Regents
7:59 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a cell phone
College advised that the west elewas dropped down the Uft elevavator was stuck on the first floor
tor. Facilities Management was ,
and the doors would not open
advised.
properly. There were no passen4:13 a.m. A caller from Sparks
gers on the elevator at the time.
Hall reported a fire in a
Facilities Management was
microwave. The microwave was
advised.
removed and put by the Dump6:24 p.m. A caller from Hart
ster outside. The Murray Fire
College reported a male subject
Department and Central Plant
knocking on the door. The caller
were notified. The state fire mardid not want the subject in their
shal was notified. An officer took
room. Housing was advised and
a report.
the resident advisor would meet
officers.
Saturday, March 31
8:17 p.m. A caller from the west
12:15 a.m. Murray State Police
side of Waterfield Library
arrested Nicholas J, Reynolds,
reported the smell of smoke. An
freshman from Murray, at Pogue
officer reported some one was
Library for three bench warrants
burning leaves at 14th and Hugh·
from Marshall County. At 1:24
es streets. The Murray Police
a.m. Reynolds was arrested by
Department was notified.

Tuesday, April 3
12:16 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a large group of
subjects going in the third floor
north side. The students were
possibly non-students.
6:41 a.m. A caller from Ryan lot
reported a vehicle with a trailer
blocking parking spaces. The
owner was contacted and moved
the vehicle off Murray State
property.
9:01p.m. A caller From Winslow
Dining Hall asked to speak with
an officer concerning someone
turning off the coolers located on
the west side of the building.
Facilities Management was
working on the woolers and did
not turn them on. Central Plant
was notified.
11:39 p .m. A resident adviser at
Hart College requested an officer
concerning an intoxicated resident. Murray State Police issued
a citation for possession of alcohol by a minor to Alex Blonder,
sophomore, from Brentwood,
Tenn.

Wednesday, April4
12:04 p .m. An officer from Public Safety requested Facilities
Management for a vehicle leaking oil. Tbe owner removed the
vehicle from campus. Facilities
Management was notified.
1:46 p.m. A caller from the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center reported
a student bad fallen and was
injured. Emergency Medical Services was notified. The subject
refused transport by EMS. An
officer took a report.
5:33 p.m. A officer was out at an
accident at Waldrop Avenue and
Hwy. 121. The Murray Police
Department was notified. The
accident was off campus and
Murray State officer were on
traffic control until the Murray
Police Department arrived.
9:36 p.m. A caller from Clark
College reported the alarm
sounding on a vehicle in the Curris Center Parking lot. The vehicle owner disabled the alarm.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts -0
Arrests- 2

EmUy W&ldmer, news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.

Upward Bound I Student Support Services I Adventures in Math and Science
Educational Talent Search I MeN air Scholars Program

Invite you to celebrate

National TRI 0 Day
,,

Tuesday, AprillO, 2007
1-3 p.m
.
.
Reception at Oakhurst
With MSU President Randy Dunn
For more information call809-5042.
The MSU Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program is 92°/o funded by the U.S. Department of
Education under grant # P217A030266 at $220,000 annually, and 8°/o state funded at $20,000 annually.
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ELEVATORS

From Pagel

From Pagel
sophomore fr om Paducah, Ky., said an elevator
upgrade is necessary.·
Klinghammer
said
because the elevators are
getting older and are so
frequently used, they
need to be updated to
eliminate the possibility
of delays.
Said Klinghammer: ''I
just pass by the elevators
because they never work
and it's easier to take the
stairs."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached
at
ashleyb.
edwards@murraystate.
edu.

safety
req uirements
specifically for elev;llors
which
are
strictly
enforced.
"State elevator inspectors routinely inspect
each elevator on campus
as well as the technical
qualifications of the
technicians to ensure not
only that each elevator is
safe, but that the repair
technicians are qualified
to repair them," Barnes
said.
He said there are no
plans to replace the clc·
vators in the near future.
Candice Klinghammer,

3a

room in the language, then what
we would seek to do is usc some
of our own funds to keep the
project going until what time we
hope there will be a special legislative session where then we
would go back again and ask for
the budget language change,"
Dunn said.
Dunn said Gov. Ernie Fletche r may consider holding a specia! legislative session. At that
time officials will try, once
again, to get the budget ian·
1 guage changed.
"Then we would hope there
is a special session and we
would try to get that budget
language change done so that
we could use the Phase II I

money, that we wanll'U to start
with, and then we wnuld pay
ourselves back what we loaned
to keep the project going and
then finish up the project with
it," Dunn said.
Dunn said if they must utilize
University funds, the money
would be used to shell the
building in so it will be protect·
ed.
Dunn said the Finance Cabi·
net should have a budget interpretation by the end of the
week.
Officials will make an
appearance in front of the legislative committee on April 17.
Dunn said there is still a pos·
s ibility the project could be

halted if the funds are not
accessed.
"If it turns out that we can't
access either <lUr own funding
or get to a special session and
use Phase Ill funding, we
would have to shut the project
down," Dunn said.
Dunn said if the project must
be shut Jown, classes would
still be held in Hlacl<burn Science buil ding.
Officials plan to complete the
second floor of the biology
·wing and move the remaining
science faculty ami staff to the
new biology wing so TRIO
classes can be held in Blackburn.
Then, demolition of the old

Boy Scout museum can take
place In the summer.
University officials requested a change in the wording of
Kentucky statutes to allow
workers to complete Phase Ill
of the science complex.
If the wording is change d, the
University can use money
already appropriated to finish
Phase II. Any additional money
could be obtained next spring.
More money is needed to
complete the project because of
added square footage to the
physics wing and an increase in
construction costs.
Emily Wuchner can be reached
at emily. wuchner@murraystate
.edu.

PRAYER From Page 1
"Beginning the ceremony with a
'moment of collective silence' would
not offend anyone and would be
much more appropriate."
Janice Morgan. modem languages
department chair, said via e-mail that

she also feels a moment of silence
would be sufficient in the . place of
prayer at commencement.
"Murray State University is not a
religious institution," Morgan ·said.
"It is a secular University serving stu-

dents with a wide variety of beliefs."
Morgan said having a prayer in the
ceremony is disrespectful to students
and faculty who follow difft.•rent
beliefs.
"Having everyone participate in n

particular type of sanctioned prayer
at commencement docs not respect
the separation of church and state,"
Morgan said. "It also does not
re:;pcct individual freedom of religion. I would prefer a collective

moment of silence that would simply
give everyone attending a calm space
to feel gratitude for the accomplishments of the new graduating class."
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edwards@ murraystate.edu.
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what' do you think•••
W
hat shouldbethe speed limit on Highway 641?
''It should be 65 miles an hour if
everything else is raised 10 mph. '
Tim Lee • White Plains, Ky.
senior

''It should stay 55 miles an hour.
There's a lot of crazy drivers.
Wayne S1mpson • Clarksville, Tenn.
senior

"If they wanted to make it four lanes, it
should be 90 mph, but since it's two lanes
it should be 55 mph."
Emerald Farrar • Paris, Tenn.

senior

I.

"Jt should be 65 mph because its a long
straight road. at least 65 mph.
Katie Adams • Pewee Valley, Ky.
junior

State legislators approve speed limit
increase on interstates, parkways
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
"Finally'' may be the word that comes out of the
mouths of many Kentuckians who have long awaited an increased speed limit on interstates and
parkways.
The new law will increase the speed limit to 70
mph on selected interstates and parkways.
It was signed into effect March 21 by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher after it passed the Senate with a 35-2 vote.
This new law has been much anticipated by Kentucky residents, especially those who live close to
.the Tennessee border.
Tennessee's speed limit is already 70 miles per
hour, and many students from Tennessee have
found it hard to adjust their speed when they cross
the border.
But, if they didn't adjust their speed to Kentucky's previous 65 mph speed limit, they may be fined
by one of many state troopers, who have been all
too eager to ticket out-of-state patrons.
While you might not find many
criticisms about the fivep>
mph increase, some worry ( /i
about the drivers, in
particular, young and
elderly
dri- 1
vers.
If you
e v e r

been behind a driver who is swerving around traffic or driving below the speed limit, you may think
the driver's driving technique is scarier than the
speed limit itself.
We are elated the speed limit has increased and
hope Hwy. 64l's speed limit will increase to 65
mph in the near future.
Many students who leave Murray for the weekend already drive 65 mph.
We might criticize legislators for many of their
decisions, but they have finally enacted a bill that
will help the state of Kentucky by eliminating driver's frustrations.
The only thing better would be if speeding tickets were amended - but we may be waiting a while
on that one.

Paul tiolln<L1)'/contnbutor
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More sex equals
better life
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In My
Opinion

Rockelle
Gray
Rockelle Gray is
the opinion editor
for The Murray
State News.

changes even when you do not
As this semester comes to an end,
many students will be leaving their residential college rooms and returning
home for the summer.
Some will work summer jobs, others
will start internship and some will enjoy
the comforts of their parent's couch,
where they will accumulate numerous
TV hours.
One thing many of these students may
notice is that while they were off at college, change occurred.
Some of these changes will be very
noticeable, like new buildings and roads,
while others may come as a surprise.
After high school graduation, your lifelong friends began their life without the
"eyes of the world" on them and were
free to make choices that may be out of
their nature.
If you need proof, you may not have to
look any further than your local newspaper.
Wedding and baby announcements
and police reports can tell a lot about the
new focus of someone's life now.

Some who return home may not only
be shocked by the changes in other's
lives. but question why someone has
made such a drastic change.
You may think he or sbe isn't old
enough to get married because of his or
her maturity level in high school. Some
may wonder about a former student's
baby's paternity. And some may wonder
what would happen in someone's life to
turn to a life of crime.
And yet, the biggest question may be
why you didn't know about it before
someone else told you.
Did your relationship with that person
not matter anymore? Could mere distance be an excuse for not participating
in someone's life?
This summer l will return home after I
graduate to have my son and to spend
time with my family and friends and my
best friend, in particular, Dani.
Dani and I have been best friends for
nine years. I have confided every secret
to her. She has been there for every
important moment in my life.

In fact, she was the first person 1 told I
was pregnant. I knew that whatever
emotions I was experiencing could only
be made happier by whatever reaction
she had.
Needless to say, she will be standing
beside me when he is born.
Yet Dani and I have been having communication problems this year.
We are both in very different places in
our lives. I am about to graduate and
have a child and she is a sophomore who
cheers at U of L.
Yet, over Christmas break, we both
realized that most best friends probably
experience this in the course of their
relationships, so as long they make it a
point to be involved in each others' lives,
they can get through it.
So, to those students who are going
home and hope to return to the lives they
led before they went to college, you
might be disappointed.
But I hope you at least,have one relationship that is constant throughout your
lifetime, like mine and Dani's.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Public speaking is more than

a class, it Js essential to future
Marcus Cicero stated, "Great is
our adlniration of the orator who
speaks with tluency and discretion." Cicero was commenting on
how a person who is an eloquent
speaker and can speak with diplomacy is to be admired.
As a graduate teaching assistant
for the public speaking course
(COM 161) , I am writing to
address Tyler Parrott's comments
from his letter to the editor in the
March 9 edition of The News
regarding changes to the undergraduate curriculum. In this letter,
I will address the challenging
nature of COM 161, the need for
public speaking skills. and the
importance of civilization and
humanities courses.
I took offense to Parrott's statement claiming: "Let them take
public speaking instead of CIV 101
or HUM 211; after all any one can
make a 'B' or 'C' in that."
As a Murray State alumna with
an undergraduate degree in
organizational communication and
a current graduate assistant in the
department that teaches public
speaking, I have to disagree with

Parrott. His claim that anyone can
make a "B" or "C" in public speaking is simply not accurate. While
not at liberty to disclose the specific grade distribution in COM
161, I can assure you that students
earn not only Bs and Cs, but also
As, Ds, and Es.
The course requires content
mastery, skill development and,
for many, facing one of their greatest fears - in full view of their
peers! As important as the CIV
and HUM courses are, I do not
feel Parrott is being fair by taking
aim at another department's courses. I have to ask if Parrott bas
taken public speaking.
The skills gained in public
speaking will not only benefit students after graduating from college, but also help them throughout their college career.
Being able to research a topic,
organize ideas, prepare a
speech/presentation, and effectively present the material in front
of an audience are valuable skills
for any college student, with
crossover application to other
courses.
Yes, we need to learn from our
past to keep from repeating histo-

ry as Mr. Parrott reminded us, but
in order to do this we must be able
to effectively communicate the
relevant information to others.
If we cannot effectively communicate our knowledge, ideas or
concerns regarding the mistakes of
our past, how can we tell others?
Being able to speak effectively is
empowering, and through effective
speaking we can persuade our
audience to listen to our knowledge, ideas, and concerns.
i would like to point out that I
took CIV 101 and 102, along with
HUM 211 and 212. and made an "A"
in all four courses. I say this so
that Parrott will not feel I am one
of the ill-prepared freshman he
was alluding to in his letter.
I, too, feel it is a shame that the
council chose to drop the humanities university study requirements.
I do believe that the CIV and
HUM classes are beneficial to all
students at Murray State and I
hate to see the courses dropped.
Parrott mentions the great
philosopher Socrates in his letter.
In the COM 161 classes we also
discuss Socrates. and Aristotle,
Plato, Quintilian and others who
made great contributions to the

field of rhetoric and public speaking. These great philosophers saw
the value of public speaking and
how effective communication
could bring about change.
I hope this letter has addressed
the challenging nature of COM 161,
the need for public speaking skiJls,
and the importance of CIV and
HUM courses.
As I mentioned before, I hate to
see the council drop the HUM and
CIV courses, as I see great value in
them, but with that said I do not
believe that it lowers expectations
of the Murray State students for a
public speaking course to replace
them.
I feel it is unfair of Parrott to
take potshots at the Communications department for the council's
decision regarding university studies.
There is value in public speaking - as well as the CIV and HUM
courses and we would do well to
remember that Cicero also said, "If
truth were self-evident, eloquence
would be unnecessary."
Michelle Parker
Graduate student
Puryear, Tenn.

One of the most popular and perhaps
humorous stereotypes
of the l960s is the
careless attitude surrounding sex.
Just imagine what it
might have been like
to be a college kid at
Berkeley during the
psychedelic decade.
Go to class (or skip),
grab lunch, drop acid,
and jump in an orgy
}lin
with about five or six
of your best friends
Burch
(and strangers) and
play Dane Cook's favorite game, "Who's
in my mouth?"
Like I said, it's a stereotype and probably doesn't represent the majority of col~
lege students from that era.
But hell, it had to come from somewhere.
Obviously. I wasn't around during the
1960s, so my perspective of the behaviors
of the time period are possibly skewed.
But even if my ideas are false, I'm still
holding on to the ideology. So, for now,
let's just pretend I'm right.
American society has made sex so complicated that if it were a collegiate subject, you'd have a better shot at graduating by taking physics and engineering.
Cosmopolitan. Dr. Phil. Oprah. I could
keep naming.
It seems like sex in the 21st century is
something you're supposed to be educated about before you actually try it out.
Even during a time period when sexual
imagery is more prominent in the media
than ever be{ore, the label "whore" is still
commonly slapped on a woman who
chooses to be sexually promiscuous.
I won't even touch the restrictions religion places on humans' most natural
instinct.
Which brings me to another point - if
we're not supposed to have promiscuous
sex all the time, then why do we want to?
I don't care if you're Ron Jeremy or little Miss Patty from First Baptist. every
human being on this planet experiences
the desire for sexual pleasure surging
through their bodies on a daily basis.
So I ask, why hold back?
The obvious answers are accidental
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, which, I will readily admit, are very
good reasons.
But if you don't know about condoms
and birth control, then you're missing
out. Contraception is the best advantage
we have over the free-loving society of
the 1960s.
Unfortunately, we have many restrictions, as well as "rules," that we're supposed to abide by.
1 feel sorry for an entire generation of
adolescents who are petrified to lose
their collective virginity because they
"might not be good enough."
To hell with all that. Just get in there
and thrust away. Over and over and over
again. Practice makes perfect.
Cosmo, Loveline, even porn - they
can't teach you how to have great sex.
Only experience can do that.
Sure, you can learn new positions from
Kama Sutra books, but you need to try out
the new material to make it count.
And what better format than college to
be sexually promiscuous?
Guys can finally experience someone
outside of a missionary-positioned
manikin and girls can get some for more
than 60 seconds.
But I imagine there're still some people
out there holding out, paranoid of what
their friends might think.
This, of course, exempts guys. Guys
can have all the sex they want and be
praised for it. I wish the same went for
the opposite gender.
Plain and simple, there is no reason not
to have sex. Having regular orgasms and
intense sexual encounters bums calories,
relieves stress, boosts the immune system
and releases hormones in the brain to
improve one's daily mood.
Seriously, find me someone who has
regular sex and isn't in the best freaking'
mood of their life.
Don't have sex for religious reasons?
Sex is good for the body - the body is a
temple of the lord - keep your temple
happy!
And if you're not religious, grab your
friend, a stranger, maybe two, and let the
free love revolution begin.
I learned a lot from John Lennon from
the 1960s, and 1 bet the person who shot
him was just jealous because he wasn't
having enough sex.

Jim Burch is the weekly opinion columnist
for The Murray State News. He can be
reached at james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Candidates compete in debate New.residential college
Alalna Zanln
Staff writer
With posters. buttons, and baby
kissing. the 2007 Student Government Association qmdidates will
be campaigning hard in the next
two weeks in highly contested
races for positions jn the SGA
student senate.
In an effort to help students get
past the politics and examine the
issues. Omicron Delta Kappa
hosts its annual SGA Presidential
Debate at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
Wrather Museum auditorium.
SGA President Scott Ellison.
graduate student from St.
Charles, Mo., said he encourages
students to attend the debate so
they have more knowledge of
what each candidate stands for,
enabling them to make better
decisions when voting.
"There are a lot of candidates
that people may not have known
before," Ellison said. "There are
almost three candidates running

for every position except secretary. Students should go to give
them a good idea of who's running, to make sure the best people
are representing SGA."
ODK President Elizabeth
Cawein said the organization bas
tried to revamp the debate this
year to give more candidates a
voice and to let students voice
their concerns.
For the first time, the debate
will feature a debate portion with
the vice presidential candidates
in addition to the presidential
candidates.
Cawein said the
decision to' ·expand the debate
was simple ·- entertainment and
campus events are two of the
most pressing issues in student
life, and the vice presidential role
was too important to neglect.
Previously, vice presidential
candidates have only been allotted time to deliver a brief statement at the opening of the debate.
That privilege is still given to secretary and treasurer candidates.

Questions for the presidential
and vice presidential candidates
will come first from a pre-prepared list developed by ODK
executive officers.
Students will then be provided
paper and pencils to write their
own questions for the candidates.
"One of the important things
about this debate is students can
submit questions to hear from all
of the candidates at once on certain issues," Cawein said. "Before
this, all you have is Facebook and
flyers.''
Some of the topics Cawein and
Ellison both expect to heat up the
debate are parking and twtion.
"Tuition and parking are going
to be important because there
might actually be solutions in the
future if we have a president that
is proactive," Cawein said.
"These are issues that students
are upset about and have been
upset about for a long time.''
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

City, cable companies take action
to enforce cable hook-up laws
r------.,.-:::-:1 people who receive their cable
Amanda Crider
· Staff writer
Illegal cable hookups arc a relatively common
occurrence in Murray. Now two cable comparues
have decided to take action.
Murray Electric System and NcwWave Communications announced to the Cable Vision Commission of Murray that they would begin crackjng
down May Ion those who get their cable illegally.
John Yates. dean for the center of continuing
education. was appointed to the Cable Vision
Commjssion by Mayor H. Thomas Rushing, and
said the cable companies' representatives indicated a significant number of Murray State students
would be affected by the new initiative.
"They don't know how many students will be
affected, but due to surveys they've conducted and
things they've noticed while fixing other prQblcms. they believe the number will be significant,"
Yates said. "When this issue came up in the meeting, I thought we should take this to the students
and give them a chance to remove the hookups...
Yates said th~ companil.'S plan on simply billing

!

seminars offered in fall
April Whitten
Contributing writer

Class after class in the
same
cement-walled
rooms can get monotonous. What if you didn't
even have to leave your
residential college for
class? A new series of residential college semnars
make that dream a reality.
The seminars will be
offered in each residential
college and begin in the
fall.
There are various classes for students to choose
from including topics like
"Fit for Life" and "Assassinations that Changed History.''
"We've been trying to
create a bridge between
the residential colleges
and academic programs,"
said Bonnie Higginson,
chair of the council of college heads.
Students with sophomore classification and
above can sign up for their
college's class, which will
be a one-hour credit and
meet once a week in the

residential college.
All classes will meet
after 3:30 p.m. and will be
taught by faculty from
across campus.
Howard
Whiteman,
associate professor of
biology. is the instructor
for the seminar "Saving
Planet F.arth,"
"I'm very excited about
the seminars. and believe
that they will provide
some worthwhile topics
that we cannot necessarily explore in the classroom," Whiteman said.
"All of the seminars seem
to have an interesting
topic combined with some
true academic value. I'm
really looking forward to
the opportunity.''
After the first semester
of seminars, Higginson
hopes this will become a
regular occurrence. She
also saiJ students arc
going to help select and
market the course for
their residential college.
Higgin~on wants students to take advantage of
the classes to help broaden their horizons.
ul want students to see

the value of taking a
course to learn more
about something outside
of their academic major
and to do so with other
students in their residential college,'' Higginson
said.
Elizabeth
Thornhill.
Shepjunior
from
herdsville, Ky., said the
courses would foster a
sense of community.
"It's good to get students that live in the same
building in the same
class," she said. "The seminars sound fun and interesting, not like a regular
gen. ed class."
Hart
College
has
already begun a similar
activity by offering golf
and aerobics classes for
Hart students.
"Students
have
responded very well to
these classes," said Ann
Landini, Hart College
head. "They were a real
success. There is no doubt
the residential college
seminars will work, too."
April Whitten can be
reached at april.whitten@
murrnystate.edu.

illegally, but the consequences
could become more severe if
the problem persists.
Heather Ashworth, senior from
Mt. Vernon Ul., lives off campus
and said she hasn't noticed any
illegal cable hookups in her
neighborhood, but knows they
exist elsewhere in Murray.
"I think (the cable companies)
are doing the right thing," Ashworth said. "You shouldn't get
cable for free. When you go to
the movies, you have to pay to
John Yates get in ... it's the same with
Dean of Center cable. I have heard of one perof Continuing son who bragged about he and
Education
his fiends stealing cable, but I
don't know if he was joking or
not."
Calls to Murray Electric System and NewWave
Communications were not returned.
Amanda Crider can M reached at amanda.
crlder@murraystate.edu.
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THE NEED FOR SPEED
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Kentucky lawmakers sign
bill increasing speed limits
Alaina Zanln
Staff writer
Gov. Ernie Fletcher signed Bill
83 supporting a speed limit
increase from 65 to 70 mph on
major interstates on Mat:ch 17,
following an almost unanimous
35·2 vote in the Senate and a 62·27
vote in the House.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray,
said most legislators supported
the bill because it makes Kentucky interstate roadways "Consistent with some other interstates
in surrounding states. Indiana
and Tennessee both have speed
limits set at 70 mph on inter·
states, while lllinois interstates
remain at 65 mph.
"Traffic flow will be more con·
sistent coming from the contiguous states to us," Winters said. "I
think it was a fairly comfortable
decision for everyone to make."
Drivers should look for new
speed limits signs to be posted on

illustration by Jeff Slinker/The News

interstates July 7.
Winters noted that although
the bill will allow the Secretary of
Transportation to evaluate sections of roadway and increase the
speed limit, it is not an overall
mandate that would automatically change the entire interstate
speed limit to 70 mph.
Metropolitan areas and areas of
especially high traffic will probably remain at their regular speed
limits for safety reasons.
Also, officials are warning
motorists that the speed limit
increase doesn't mean driving
above the limit is allowed.
According to a story in The
Paducah Sun, Transportation
Secretary Bill Nighbert said he
hopes motorists will not continue
to drive 10 mph over the speed
limit.
• "I joke that with the new limit,
I hope people slow down to 70,"
Nighbert said. "Whenever I drive
70, I am constantly passed by

other motorists.''
Andrew Smithson, freshman
from Louisville, Ky., said he Lc;
happy about the speed limit
increase because he will be able
to get home faster, but it probably
won' t change his driving habits.
"I usually go between 75 and
80,'' Smithson said. "I probably
won't drive too much faster. It
just depends what kind of mood
I'm in."
He said drivers should use their
own judgment in deciding what
speed is the safest to drive on certain roads.
"It depends on the road and
conditions,'' he said. "If you have
a truck going 90 miles an hour on
back country roads in the rain
that's probably not a good idea
and when people speed thiough
speed zones that's probably not
good either. On the highway you
can usually be safe doing 80.''
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Faculty Senate discusses science complex, changes to handbook
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate met Tuesday,
and one of the biggest areas of concern for Senators this month was the
future progress of the science complex following the lack of sufficient
funds.
Jay Morgan, faculty Regent, said
though Gov. Ernie Fletcher is considering a special session of the legislature to discuss this and other
problems, nothing is certain as of
yet.
"We'll probably have to divert
some University funds to keep the
science construction alive, or at
least on life support," Morgan said.
"Notice bas gone out to the contractors on stopping construction on the
fJ..rst of May ... The clock tower is
paid for by private funds, so it is not

affected by the
money problems of the
other phases.''
Another issue
that was discussed is the
r evision
process of the
Faculty Handbook.
Terr y
McCreary, chair
of the handbook
M
committee, said
Jay organ the
committee
Faculty Regent has been working hard and .hopes to present the
revised document for Faculty Senate
and Board of Regents' approval in
May.
1
"We're trying to focus on items
that are faculty policy," McCreary
said. "We're looking at placing other

info in appendices ... this should be
considered an acceptable document
for the present. Even the constitution had amendments.''
The minutes were approved following a correction to change the
name of the Finance Committee
chair from Winfield Rose, professor
of government law and international
affairs, to Michael Lanier, senior lecturer management, marketing and
business administration.
Also discussed in the meeting:
• Jay Morgan reported the Board of
Regents rejected the proposal of
charging students who will live in
the new Clark an additional $500 for
housing.
• The Board is considering a possible Academic Tour across campus
in late April. No date bas been set.
• The proposal of creating plus and
minus grades has been tabled indefinitely.

• The extension of Thanksgiving
break is being considered.
• The Regent's Teaching Awards
this academic year have been
awarded to David Eaton, David Gibson, Claire Fuller, Ann Neelon,
Peggy Schrock, Pam Matlock and
Eileen Mason.
• The Regent forum will be cancelled. Morgan is running unopposed and said he does not want to
waste faculty time during this busy
season.
• The Faculty Senate representative
to the Academic Council will be
elected during the May meeting.
Nominations are now being accepted.
• The Finance Committee presented
its report for the 2005-06 academic
year. Murray State saw a 4.6 percent
increase in total education and general expenditures from the previous
year, although the operation and

management of plant expenditures
decreased by a significant 2.7 percent.
• Ten applicants are currently being
reviewed for the position of Regis·
trar. No names were released.
• Each residential college will offer a
one bour 300-level seminar during
the fall semester. See residential
college heads for more information.
• Cpt. Fred Bates, enrollment officer,
and John Porter, assistant professor
of mathematics and statistics, were
appointed to the nominating committee for Faculty Senate officers.
For more information on the sci-·
ence complex, check out the front ·
page.
For more on residential college
seminars, check out the article on
page6a.
Amanda Crider attends the Faculty
Senate meetings. She can be reached
at amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.

Psst... Want to Hear
· ·so~nething New?
Check US Ou-t

Online a-t WKMS.org
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Weeknights 7 to 9 p.m.
C't;{e·
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, view s and
interviews reflectinp the local and national
African Amen can community.

lUBeyond
~(}I 't'i·~ ~i'l
the Edge
Saturday Nights from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The lndie Connection
Sundays at 12 a.m. after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's Jonn Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for discriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warriors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.
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WIKIPEDIA WOES

Professors consider regulating use of site
Emily Wucbner
News Editor
One of the most popular
sites on the Web is slowly
becoming one of the least
popular sites in the classroom.
While most of the in formation on Wikipedia may seem
accurate, many professors
are discouraging the usc of
the Web site, :md some
departments may even con·
sider banning it.
Terry Stricter, chair of the
department of history, said
the history department has
not banned the use of
Wikipedia, but the topic will
probably be in future departmental discussions.
"Historians are very, very
particular about sources,
because that's what we deal
with and base all of our
papers and books and contentions on," Strieter said.
"We're very, very particular
and want to be as precise as
possible about our documents, and Wikipedia has
gained, more and more as
time goes on, a bad rc puta·
tion. There is a growing sentiment in the department,
and I would not be surprised
at a future meeting, this
semester, that the depart-

mcnt decide to ban it."
Strieter said the site is
very popular among students
because information is easily
accessible. Strieter said he
has not prohibited the use of
the Web site but has warned
all of his students about the
unreliability of the site. ·
" It seems to be quite popuJar because it's handy," Strieter said. "It deals with quite
a few sources that are somewhat more difficult to find
out some information on and
because of that it has a ccrtain popularity with students.
It's just increasingly shown
to be unreliable:·
Strieter said if students
need to use a Web site, the
best end in ·.edu.'
''If they end in 'com' or
'net' and some of the others,
they are less reliable," Strict\!r said. "lf they end in an
'cdu' it's almost alway9 an
academic source and they
are much more reliable."
Peter Murphy, chair of the
English department, said
there has not been a movement toward a ban. but that
the faculty members have
their own approach to the
site.
"We generally advise students against relying on it,"
Murphy said.
Tyler Moore, junior from

THE MANY. FACES OF WIKIPEDIA

LaGrange. Ky., said he uses
Wikipedia to gain background information about a
topic, but does not cite it in
papers he writes.
"I've been told by some of
my professor~ that it is not a
legitimate source because
anyone can go in and modify
the explanations," Moore
said. "So it's not as legitimate
as Encyclopedia Britannica."
Moore said he uses library
databases when citing
sources.
"With those, it lets you
kno~v that the articles are
credible and they're recognized as research-based articlcs and they have actual
sources and references and
citations in them, where on
Wikipcdia it doesn't tell
where the information comes
from. It's just posted information.''
Moore said while he has
not corrected anything on
Wikipedia, he has posted
random information on different articles, just to see
how long it stays posted
before someone corrects it.
Moore said teachers
should warn students about
the possible illegitimacy of
the site.
"1 think more people
should be told about it,"
Moore said. "I know when I

first started using it, I
thought I could trust all of
the information that was on
the site. I didn't really know
that anyone could go in and
just modify or change it. so 1
took all of the information as
being correct."
According to nature.com,
experts at the scientific magazinc "Nature" compared
some articles on Wikipedia
to articles in Encyclopedia
Britannica. Results showed
the difference in accuracy
was not significant. The
average science entry in
Wikipedia had about four
errors while Encyclopedia
Britannica contained about
three.
In the study, 42 out of 50
researchers studied selected
articles for accuracy. Eight
serious errors, such as misinterprctations of concepts,
were found in the pairs of
articles reviewed, four for
Wikipedia and four for Encyclopedia Britannica. However, reviewers found many
factual errors, omissions or
misleading concepts.
Sandra Jordan, associate
provost, said she knew
departments were discussing
the ban on using Wikipedia,
but to her knowledge no
department had concretely
decided to ban the site. She

said in a campus-wide discussion, faculty members
will probably discuss the
pros and cons of the site.
''I would not jump ... to a
conclusion about how faculty
will view this once they have
an opportunity to come
together as professional educators and discuss this," ]ordan said. "But I do foresee
the need for communication
and discussion about the
topic."
Jordan said she attended a
workshop on the movement
of sharing educational information, and that some institutions have begun putting
entire courses online as free
shareware. Students who
sign up for the course have
access to the information and
faculty members can import
the information into their
own Blackboard sites.
"Wikipedia, I see as being
somewhat related to that
because it is both educationa1 officials and laymen
putting information up on a
source that can be edited by
anyone," Jordan said.
Jordan said in most cases.
she would not want to prohibit or censor a source, but
it is important students be
able to differentiate between
reliable and unreliable
sources.

"I think what is more
important than banning
resources that a student
might or might not use is
helping students to understand how to make critical
judgments about the
resources they uncover," Jordan said. "I do think that part
of an education now, in the
21st century is teaching students how to critically evaluate the sources that they
uncover."
Jordan said content is constantly being changed by the
use of listserves, Web
boards, chat rooms and
Wikipedia. She said usergenerated content taps on
student's motivations to
learn.
"1 don't mind a student
who logs on to Wik.ipedia
and reads something about
the Civil War and then adds
their own expertise that they
have learned in class up
there," Jordan said. "That's a
motivating factor for them.
And that resonates with all
the best literature that we
can put our hands on about
the ownershlp of learning. If
students own their own
Learning, they learn more
effectively."

Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystote.edu

Wikipedia offers more than just encyclopedia references. Students may now access a dictionary and thesaurus. textbooks. collections of quotes and a
directory of species. All cites are accessible from the Wlklpedla homepaqe.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Immanuel Lutheran
church
comer of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

BURRITO
------------------------------

BURRITOS, TACOS 6 MORE

Now at

sunday Services

's,

Bible Study 9 a.m.
Topic: Book of Isaiah
Refreshments 10 a.m.

Church at 10: 30 a.m.
Everyone Welcome!

There's a great new place for Big, Fresh Bunltos and
it's as close as your neighborhood Hardee's •.

At the Murray Hardee's. Restaurant • 505 N. 12th St.
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Kennedy, Griffm Assistant basketball coach goes
receive extensions home to fill position at Georgia St.
AutumnBoaz

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
After their first seasons at the helms of
Murray State's most high-proftle athletic
programs, men's basketball head coach
Billy Kennedy and football head coach
Matt Griffin both received one-year contract extensions, Athletics Director Allen
· Ward announced Wednesday.
Both Kennedy and Griffin's contracts
now stretch through the 2010-ll year.
"I just thought that after evaluating our
programs, it was sufficient enough to warrant an extension," Ward said. "It will
help (tbe coaches) with recruiting as
well."
Kennedy's extension came after he
inherited a depleted program and led the

Racers to a second-place tic in the Ohio
Assistant Sports Editor
Valley Conference regular season.
In his frrst season on the sidelines of
While the men's basketball
Roy Stewart Stadium, Griffin and his
staff searches for players to fill
team, comprised largely of freshmen,
next year's roster, the program is
went 1-10 but made strides toward the
also looking for a new presence
future, Ward said.
on the sideline.
"rm extremely confident (in Griffin),"
Assistant coach Chad Dollar
Ward said. "It's going lo take some time.
officially resigned from Murray
With a football program, you just don't
State April 1, forcing head coach
turn a program around overnight. lt's
Billy Kennedy and his staff to fill
going to take some time to get a few
an empty chair left behind on the
recruiting classes in here, but I wasn't
Racer sideline.
looking for a quick fuc."
Kennedy said he hoped the
The 2006-07 season marked the first
replacement process would be a
time Murray State had first-year head , quick one for his program.
coaches in both sports since 1978.
"We're going to miss (Dollar)
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
because he did a good job for us,
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
but we're going to overcome the

timing of it by
hopefully getting someone
else in here by
the end of
April,"
Kennedy said.
"We've got
enough staff
here to do
what we're
now
doing
with our guys.
(The loss) is
Chad
just part of
Dollar
this business.
Assistant men's We've been
basketball coach through
it
before, and we're kind of moving
on like regular business."

F THE

UEE

After spending less than a year
at Murray State, Dollar accepted
an assistant coaching position at
Georgia State University, giving
him the opportUllity to go back to
his hometown of Atlanta. Ga.
As an assistant coach, one of
Dollar's main priorities was
recruiting, but Kennedy said ,his
staff was large enough to fill the
gap left by Dollar's absence until
a replacement can be found.
"One of our graduate assi~
tants, Amir Abdur·Rahim, is fill·
ing in and helping us in the area
where Coach Dollar left,"
Kennedy said. "Fortunately, it's
the off-season."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

URT

Can senior tennis standouts Anna Lask, Casady Pruitt and Rachael Lask
accomplish the one thing eluding them at Murray State - an OVC title?

(f rom left) Seniors Anna Lask. casady Pruitt and Rachael Lask hope to be In sync when the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament rolts aroood In two weets.

Bes~

friends cap off Murray State careers as seniors

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
When senior duo Anna and Rachael Lask
first stepped on a tennis court at age 10, no one
could have blamed them bad they thought the
sport closely resembled dodgeball.
"In our neighborhood, there was a tennis pro
giving free lessons to kids, so we went," said
Anna, who became the winningest female tennis player in Murray State history March 29.
WThe pro told us that he wanted us to hit him
with the ball and if we could hit him with the
ball, we'd get a free Coke. After that, we were
booked."
1

Needless to say, the Lask twins stuck with
tennis and ll years later make up two-thirds of
a senior threesome that has Murray State's
wom~::n's tennis team making plans for an Ohio
Valley Conference title run.
The Lasks and fellow senior Casady Pruitt
have the Racers sitting pretty in second place
at 3-l in the conference. After enduring a heart·
breaking 4·3 loss to first-place Samford March
10, the Racers have rattled off three consecutive 7-0 shutout victories in OVC play.
After three years of finishing second and
third in the OVC Tournament, the three
seniors say they will do whatever it takes to
grab the title that has eluded them in their final

season together.
"It's very big for us," Pruitt said. "It's basically all we talk about. The three of us are best
friends on and off the court; we've been
through everything that college has to offer us,
including heartbreaking losses at OVC .... This
year, it would just be so meaningful for us to
have a chance to walk away from competitive
tennis with a championship, and I think we
really have a great shot at doing that."
The three have been inseparable on and off
the court for the past four years, since coming
to Murray State as freshmen in 2003. They
know each others' strengths and weaknesses
inside and out, Pruitt said, which can only lead

to better tennis.
"We know more about each other than we.
would any other opponent. so we laugh and
take advantage of it sometimes," she said.
"They'll attack what they think I'll miss on and
I'll do the same to thing and we'll laugh about
it, but it's good because they know your weaknesses."
Perhaps exploiting each other's weaknesses
in practice is what has helped the women
towards boasting a gaudy 74-13 record in OVC
singles matches over their careers. What's
more impressive is the trio's record in OVC

see SOliS, 3B

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 9:30 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Mavericks at Nuggets
Saturday: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
College Hockey
NCAA Championship

,-

Saturday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.
MLS Soccer
D.C. at Colorado
Sunday: CBS @ 1:30 p.m.
PGA Golf
The Masters: Final Round

Murray State Events
Today: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Charleston, Ill.
Murray State at Eastern Ill.
Saturday: Rowing @ 8 a.m.
Thscaloosa, Ala.
Murray State at Alabama

Today: Tennis (M&W ) @ 2:30 p.m.
Purcell Courts
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State
Saturday: Track & Field
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Gatorade Classic
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Thumbs up,
thumbs down
I
dished out
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,'Breds lose 20th game of '07
,

Autumn Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor

I
I
I

The last swing of a bat in the
For everything there is a season, and
Thoroughbreds' game against
what more appropriate season to take a
Arkansas State Wednesday was a
step back and assess than spring.
game-winning home run.
: What better time ..--...----...
Unfortunately, that swing came
than now for an inauoff the bat of Arkansas State's Jett
gural
thumbs
Jones, giving the Indians a 9-8 win
up/thumbs down colin the bottom of the ninth inning.
Unll\. How does 't his
With 17 combined runs scored
work? It's pretty selfduring the game, head coach Rob
exp.lanatory.
McDonald said the offense stayed
Thumbs up go to...
strong throughout the night.
• Billy
Donovan.
"It was a pretty well-played
What's even more
game, there was a pretty fair
impressive than the
amount of offense." McDonald
Gators' repeat title is
said. "They batted last and they
the. way Donovan has
scored last."
hl~ed his potential
Although the Indians were the
eaRaidacy for the
last to add digits to the scoreTommy
kentucky job. Unlike
board, the Racers were the first to
Dillard
many who have gone
spark the offense.
Sports Editor
before him, Donovan
The 'Breds notched three runs
bas made no false promises to Florida, no
in the top of the fourth to take the
declarations of his undying loyalty only
initial 3-0 lead. Arkansas State,
to up and leave a week later. If he decides
however, didn't let Murray State's
to go to Kentucky, he won't have to go
lead Last long.
back on his word to do so.lfbe decides to
Arkansas State took over the
stay at Florida, he will be welcomed back
field in the bottom of the fourth,
with open arms and, undoubtedly, a sigadding four runs to the score~ nificant raise. Thumbs up to Donovan for
Elaine Klght/Tbe New.~
boar d, consequently erasing the
)hls honesty.
'Breds one-run lead.
Senior Jon Newton delivers a pitch to the plate at a recent oame at Reaoan Field.
'·· Murray State women's tennis t eam.
The 'Breds came out strong in
·You owe it to yourself to go watch these
the top of the fifth, scoring five
sore arms. But (teams) are trying
With only six wins, McDonald
matter if you lose by one or if you
.•ladles play - and you'll have plenty of
runs to regain the lead.
to make sure you're at full strength
said his team has struggled
lose by 10. Sometimes it's that
•opportunities to do that in the coming
By the end of the seventh
for the weekend, so there were
through a variety of situations.
game that you feel is right there in
•week. The Racers have home matches
inning, however, the game was
some guys that we just pitched for
This year the 'Breds have lost four
your grasp and then it slips awaytoday, Saturday. Tuesday and Thursday.
knotted at 7-7.
an in ning or two. I think Arkansas
one-run contests.
sometimes those are a little harder
•Anna Lask became the winningest
With multiple lead changes
State was in the same situation, so
"It's always frustrating to (lose
to swallow."
, ·woman in Murray State history March 29
throughout the night, McDonald
in the ninth)," McDonald said.
it looked to be an offensive day."
Although the 'Breds record
·and the women are probably Murray
said the game was fan-friendly.
The 'Breds and the Indians wetc
"We've won some one-run games
shows only six wins, the team has
·State's best bet at an OVC Championship
"I'm sure the game was pretty
and we've lost some one run
both scoreless in the eighth. which
been able to stay at an even 500 in
in any spring sport. The three seniors on
entertaining for people sitting in
left the game to be decided in the
gam~.•s. Some of the one-run games
the Ohio Valley Conference with
·this team, the lask twins and Casady
the stands," McDonald said.
final inning.
arc games where we've been down
three wins and three losses.
Pruitt, are a special group, not just on the
"There was quite a bit of offense.
Murray State was unable to get
by several and we've come back
last weekend the Racers
tennis court, but in the classroom and in
"l think both teams were in a
on the board in the top of the
dropped two out of three to
and made it close.
· life.
similar situation with their pitchinning. The Indians. however, did
"Then, there have been some
SEMO, losing thdr first game 6·5,
' • Eddie Robinson. The legendary Graming staffs. because of the weekend
where we've had a lead and
not experience the same offensive
rebounding with a 6-5 victory and
· bling Stale football coach passed away
coming up. Of course we've got
drought. The solo home run in the
they've come back and won it.
dropping the rubber match 17-3.
this week, leaving behind a legacy as colsome pitchers who are out and a
There's djfft.•rent scenarios, but it's
bottom of the inning added the
A utumn Boaz can be reached at
. lege football's winningest coach: He did it
couple we couldn't use because of
always tough. In the end, it doesn't
20th loss to the 'Breds' record .
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
.largely in obscurity, at Division 1-AA
Grambling State, a historically black uni. varsity in Louisiana. Robinson was
~
·.instrumental in integrating Southern col· lege football in the 1960s while accumulating 408 victories. Grambling State was
· the only school at which Robinson ever
~coached. He wore tlie bl:tck and gold for 1
1:a whopping 57 years. Robinson was a
a 72 on the second day of
Racers faced were ranked
golfer.
lied.
Grambling, La., native.
among the top-50 in the
the event and a 70 on the
"With our No. 1 player
With high individual
AutumnBoaz
Billy Kennedy and Matt Griffin. Both
nation.
third day, giving him a
playing really bad, that
Assistant Sports Editor
scores and a second-round
coaches received well-deserved contract
"On e thing about this
really hurt us," Hunt said.
disqualification, the Racers
three-round total score of
extensions this week. We haven't seen
After finishing in the toptournament is that it was
219.
"But nobody played really
were unable to move past
the fruits of Griffin's labors yet, but as 1 five two events in March,
really th e strongest field
Price's third-round pergood other than Jerry, and
any other team in the tour• sure as the sun will rise tomorrow, the
men's head golf coach
it's just one of those tourwe had p layed in probably
formance gave him the secnament.
· Racers will b3.ve a winning football seaEddie Hunt didn't expect
As a team. the Racers'
ond-lowest score of the
naments. We also had a mix
a couple of years," Hunt
~ son in the next two years.
said. "The (participants)
day.
up on a scorecard, and
his team to flllish last in its
11th-place finish was attrib-·· Thumbs down go to...
first April invitational.
were all really good teams,
Price's impressive finish
Mark Brant got disqualified
uted to scores uf 304, 301
, • Mid-major college b asketball. The
and that was what was disfor the second round. That
The Aldila Intercolleput him 31 places in front of
and 304 giving the team a
• hav<.'-nots in college basketball felt they
giate Invitational, hosted
total score of 909.
appointing because I felt
the next Racer, which didended up costing us seven
\vere slighted by the NCAA Tournament
by Middle Tennessee State
like we should have been
n't fare well for the team's
or eight strokes."
T he Racers' next event is
· selection committee after schools such as
University,
however,
able to p lay with these
overall fmish. Kyle lanBrant was disqualified
April 8-12 in Dickson,
·Drexel and Air Force were bypassed in
forced the team to face that
drum finished 46th with a
teams. For whatever rca·
after his scorecard was lost
Tenn. The Ohio Valley
: favor of teams like Stanford and
predicament at the end of
229, followed by Mitchell
son, we just d idn't play
during the second round of
Conference Championship
· Arkansas. It seemed the mid-majors bad a
the three-day event.
very good, other than Jerry
Moore who placed 51st
play.
is April21-24 at UT-Martin.
legitimate gripe. but after watching this
T he invitational, begin(Price)."
with a 231. Michael Craft
Brant replaced his card.
The Dickson tournament
~year's tournament, virtually void of
ning April!, played host to
fmishcd 55th with a total
Price was the Racers' No.
but when officials calculatwill be the Racers' final
upsets, I can no longer take the side of the r 11 teams . including 29th1 golfer at the event, placscore of 235, just two weeks
ed his total score for the
event before the OVC
mid-majors. With the exception of Southranked
Southeastern
ing 15th out of 58 particiafter posting a secon d·
round, the number on the
Tournament April 21-24.
ern Illinois and Butler, the small dogs in
Louisiana who came away
p ants. Price shot a n in the
place finish at the Grub
scorecard was off by one
Autumn Boaz can be
this fight just failed to show up. Here's to
with a three-shot win. Hunt
firs t round of play, but
Invitational.
(75 instead of74) and Brant
reached at autumn.boaz@
hoping this year's tournament was a fluke
said two oth er teams the
murraystate.edu.
slimmed his score down to
Craft is the team's No. I
was automatically disqualiand not a trend.
• · Murray State bueball. As much as it
\ pains me to write those words. the fact
remains that the 'Breds just aren't getting
· the job done. The team has managed to
· go 3·3 in OVC play so far, but that overall
··mark of 6-20 is just brutal. The 'Breds had
In the long jump, Chelsea Hosey
·to fight through a tough early season
the injured list. Chavis is confident
showings.
Sophomore Zanin competed in
~schedule, facing the likes of Kentucky,
Sarah Tinsley
finished with a jump of 5.08 meters.
in his team's ability to out-perform
Staff W riter
the 10,000-meter race, finishing
Kassandra Sutzcr jumped 4.85
its competition.
•louisville and Mississippi State, but lop·
with a strong time of 44:20.46,
meters, Olivia Joseph jumped 4.80
sided losses against the teams like GardHe said he looks to freshman
•oer-Webb (14-4), Indiana State (20-2 and
mett.•rs and Andreye' Payne jumped
The track and field team manwhile sophomore Alicia Tempel
Pam Bell - the Missouri Relay was
aged high marks last weekend in
•12-4) and SEMO (17-3) are inexplicable.
finished in 12th in thl' pole vault
a distance of 4.68 meters.
her first match - to step up for the
Chavis said having four girls who
the Missouri Relay despite the bad
competition with a 3.20 meter toss.
• Besides, the 'Breds are as inconsistent as
team and throw well in s ome
weatner they faced in Columbia,
Senior captain lindsey Neeley
.. April weather. The jury's still out on the
can compete in this event really
matches. He said he also looks for
ran in the 3,000-mcter run and fmhelps the team's chances of perMo.
freshman Holley Stanek to do well
· season as a whole, but the same excuses
lshed with a time of 11:38.95.
forming well.
in the hurdles and also be able to
Because of those weather condi·
· year after year are getting old.
tions. some athletes were not able
Freshman Taylor Crawford came
Another strong category for the
•· •The St. Louis Cardinals. The defending
take hold of the 100-metcr hurdle, a
in seventh out of 37 competitors on
Racers is the discus throw. Freshspot where the Racers are strugto compete in the event. Neither
• World Series champions' first series of
the hurdlers nor the sprinters had
th e 1,500-meter run. Competing in
gling.
the season was a d isaster. The Redbirds
man Pam Bell finished 12th out of 41
the opportunity to compete in Misthe 5,000-meter were freshmen
competitors with a toss of 36.07
The Racers travel to Cape
scored just two runs in three games, botsouri.
Kristin Reffett and Kristen Miller
toming out in a 10-0 drubbing on
meters.
Girardeau, Mo.. tomorrow to com··we had a lot of people that didwho finished with times of 19:34.41
Junior Dominique Robinson
pete in the Gatoradc Classic and
Wednesday. The Cardinals managed only
threw a 32.21 m toss while junior
two hits and watched the Mets score . n't get to play," Head Coach Dereck
and 19:44.6L
will travel to Nashville, Tenn., to
Chavis .said. "We had a few girls
The Racers also fared well in the
Shameka Dial tossed 29.35 meters
take part in the Vanderbilt Invitaseven runs on the 'Birds highly-touted
who turned in some good p erforlong jump, a category in which
, bullpen. But take solace, Cardinal fans.
and freshman Felicia Hargis tossed
tional April 20-21.
mances, but didn't get to see anyChavis said his team is strong.
2730.
The team will then take part in
: It's only opening week and your team has
thing out of some."
"I feel as though we have the
Junior captain Laura Schroeder
the Austin Peay Invitational April
! 159 more games to turn things around.
27, its final meet before the OVC
But those who did compe te most depth In our throws and
competed in the javelin throw and
•:• Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The Alaina
Zanin, Taylor Crawford, Ali·
jumps," he said. "We've got a few
finished 21st out 47 competitors
Championships May 4-S.
with n throw of 32.92 meters.
cia Tempel and Lindsey Neeley girls who are really going to do well
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
~ Murray State News. .E-mail comments to
brought home strong individual
for us in those categories."
With team members coming off
sarah.tinsley@murraystatc.edu.
! thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
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Golf team places last at MTSU tourney·
in

Track and field fights weather at Missouri meet
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Athletes honored for academics, service Turkeys
outsmart
hUnters

Today marks 20th anniversary of National Student Athlete Day
Tommy Dillard

"I think it's good for kids
to have some kind of connection to their role models," Witherspoon said. ''It's
In addition to winning
conference titles, it appears
different watching TV and
The beautiful days of spring bring infiMurray State athletes are
seeing role models that you
nite
amounts of recreational activities.
also in the business of shatreaUy like but not having
Primetime fishing, water sports, golf,
tering stereotypes these
some type of relationship
baseball; you name it and you can do it.
days.
with them. But when we go
So why do so
Today marks the 20th
out (into the community),
many
choose to sit
anniversary of National
it gives us a little bit of a
in
the damp woods,
Student Athlete Day, a date
relationship with them,
an hour before sunin of which universities
especially when they watch
rise just to get a
us play."
nationwide recognize the
chance at shooting
contributions made by
Other community sera bird with a brain
their student-athletes on
vice events the SAAC has
the size of a pea?
and off their respective
coordinated this school
'
The
only way you
playing surfaces - and Muryear have included collectcan
rationalize
it to
ray State bas a lot to recoging more non-perishable
someone who hasnize, said Rosanne Radke,
food items than any other
n't experienced it is
athletic department life
Ohio Valley Conference
to take them with
skills coordinator.
school during the conferyou. That way they
"It's just a day to honor
ence's annual canned food
can feel the chills
and recognize the impact
drive in December.
Steve '·
that go down your
student-athletes
have,"
The athletes also particiMiller
·spine when that Outdoor colUJ.DJiist
Radke said. "We see the
pated in a Christmas toy
first gobble of the
photo courtesy of Rosanne Radke
athletic spectacle, but a lot
drive to support the Santa
morning shatters the silence of the
of times we don't see a lot
Project in Calloway CounMembers of the men's basketball team talk to students at Murray MiddleSchool March 29.
woods,
or the heart-pounding anticipaof other things the athletes
ty. Radke said the SAAC
tion
of
a
bird responding to your calls.
do."
ing strides in the classroom
lctes on National Student
rounding community this
also plans to help with the
The
size
of a turkey's brain has no relaAthlete Day, Murray State
Those other
things
upcoming Bowl for Kids'
as well. For the past five
year. On March 29, memtionship to the intelligence of these creainclude being present in
consecutive semesters, the
is asking all athletes to
bers of the men's basketball
Sake.
tures. They will often outsmart you and
overall GPA for studentwear clothing that identiteam went to Murray Midthe community and setting
"We're committed to
leave
you with just a story of how close
a high bar academically.
athletes at Murray State
fies them as a member of
dle School to speak to stumaking sure our studentyou were to filling your tag. You will vow
has been higher than the
their respectjve team. The
Student-athletes have pardents about the importance
athletes are well-rounded,"
that you are going to spend the rest of the
overaU GPA of traditional
ticipated in a number of
Athletic Department will
of reading and encourage
Radke said. "When they
season
sleeping in and watching
community service events
degree-seeking students.
them in preparing for
also host a low-key recepleave college, they need to
NASCAR,
but you always fmd yourself in
upcoming state testing.
throughout the year, events
"Our GPAs are continution for all athletes at Roy
know that there's more to
the
woods
the next chance you get to try
Stewart Stadium.
Senior basketball player
life than their sport and
organized by the Student
ally growing," Radke said.
again.
"The image of the dumb
In addition to upping
Athlete Advisory Council,
Shawn Witherspoon said
their classroom experiI think the biggest allure to hunting
a board made up of at least
performance standards in
being active in the commujock simply just doesn't
ence."
turkeys is the stories that you will have to
one representative from
stand up anymore, at least
the classroom, student-athTommy Dillard can be
nity enables kids to have a
tell after your experiences. Whether you
each sport, Radke said.
not at Murray State."
letes at Murray State have
connection to the athletes
reached at t:homas.dillard
shoot
a bird or not, you can count on
also been active in the surthey follow and idolize.
Athletes have been makIn order to honor ath@murraystate.edu.
something remarkable happening.
_....__
There ls nothing predictable or ordinary about hunting gobblers, and that is
what dr aws me to do it. I am by no means
an expert turkey hunter and have only
spent a few springs chasing toms, but I
have memories that will stick with me for
my lifetime.
er's going to be at aU times. Anna
doubles matches - 90-8 over a
share of accolades over four years
now or never if they plan to secure
My first adventure was my first time
and I know if a ball is popped up,
three-year period.
as well. Pruitt was recognized as
a conference title.
turkey
hunting. At daybreak, we found
After playing together for 11
I'm going to take it and then if the
the Margaret Simmons Female AthWith four of their six remaining
ourselves surrounded by toms. They
ball is going to come back, Anna's
matches at home, if the Racers can
years, it seems only natural that the
lete of the Year at Murray State for
were getting closer and closer until they
got the ba.cteline covered."
the 2006-07 academic year, and
hold court, Racbael said, they will
Lask twins would have combined to
were just S yards away. You could feel the
create one of the most dominant
As more student-athletes come
Anna received the prestigious OVC
be in good position for that anticiground
shake as they drummed their
doubles team in the OVC. The siband go from programs, the three
pated tournament rematch with
Scholar-Athlett! Award in Novemchests.
lings say their laid-back rivalry and
seniors know they are fortunate to
ber. All three have been named to
Samford.
The only problem was they~ were
familiarity with each others'
have built the bonds of friendship
the Dean's List.
"1 think our team has a great
behind
us, and in between were thick
they
have
enjoyed
as
part
of
a
class
strengths have con,tributed to their
"When those three first carne into
chance," she said. "We lost to Sambushes. After about an hour of calling, it
that has been a mainstay on Purcell
success.
the program, I recruited them
ford early in the season, but I think
was evident that they weren't going to be
"It's friendly competition,"
Courts for the past four years.
because I knew they were great athour team has really gained strength.
drawn
in front of us. So I glanced at my
Rachael said. "We definitely push
"I know not everyone has a class
letes," Head Coach Connie Keasling
Everyone is starting to show up in
buddy who was calling and he gave some
each other to be the best we can be,
that they come up with, and I just
said. "I never realized they would
all the matches; our freshmen are
hand signals.
.
but we'Ll joke around, too. Anna,
feel so lucky that I have that supbe some of the best student-athletes
starting to develop into some really
After
a
while,
I
translated
that
he
want·
being the winningest player now, I . port, that motivation," Pruitt said.
in the conference."
competitive players. I think once
ed me to pull a Chuck Norris move and
tell her. 'LoQk out, r•m on my way,'
"They drive me to be my ·best and
we play Samford again, we're going
As the Racers embark on a week
try to get a shot off. So I army-crawled to
but it's just friendly competition.
in which they will play five of their
to get them. I really do."
they also are there for me emotiona
spot where I could see the birds. I quick"It's definitely easier playing
ally and as a friend off the court."
six remaining conference matches,
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
ly
stood up, did a 180, and fired my 12Anna, Rachael and Pruitt know it's
together. We know where each otbThe trio has a'cumulated its fair
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
gauge. Before the echo of the shot was
over, every bird had disappeared. Of
course I missed, but I was instantly made
a turkey hunter for life.
I have countless other stories like this.
Like the time we hunted all weekend and
only saw two birds, That is until we
walked back to the truck and saw 75 surrounding it. Of course we were too loud
and careless and they spooked before we
could even shoulder our guns.
•• ,
Or the time my buddy, who I was C:Qnvinced would never bag a bird because he
was always sleeping in the woods, woke
up with a tom five yards from him. The
ringing of the shot and a turkey lying in
front of him waiting to be tagged quickly
woke him up.
Then there was that time when I had a
bird thirty yards out. It was dead to rights
and quickly coming closer. That is until a
cow on the property walked up to our
decoy and started licking it. The turkey
saw this and was suspicious. It quickly
disappeared.
! .
This is the reason I turkey hunt .T he
encounters I have with these wily birds
always throw me for a loop, and often I
tinish the hunt laughing or close to tears
as I retell the stories. It doesn't matter
that I didn't harvest anything. 1 always
enjoy myself and at times admitted that
these pea-brained birds are just smarter
than I am.
Sports Editor

SENIORS
From Page l

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to steven.miller@murraystate.edu.
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SPRING FOOTBALL

Griffm stresses intensity, effort
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
Head Coach Matt Griffm knows his team may
not be the most,talented in the Ohio Valley Conference next fall, but the second-year coach is
making sure the Racers will be second to none as
far as effort is concerned - beginning with
spring practices.
"Our guys know that when they walk across
that white line, they can outwork everybody,"
Griffin said. "Our effort is going to be better than
everybody we play and we're going to be more
physical"
Griffin and his staff conducted their sixth
'practice of the spring Wednesday in weather
conditions ~at more closely resembled early
November than April
The team used Wednesday's practice to focus
largely on inside and outside running. The outside running drills included four offensive linemen. a quarterback, running back, three defensive lineman and two linebackers.
The inside running drills featured everyone
except wide receivers and cornerbacks.
Griffm also conducted a short 11-on-11 scrimmage and worked wide receivers and cornerbacks as well as running backs and linebackers
in one-on-one drills.
.
Junior linebacker Nathan Williams said the
difference in team chemistry in spring practice
is apparent.
"The biggest thing is, I think we're more of a
team," Williams said. "Everybody's a year older,
a year more mature. A lot of the young guys have
a year under their belt, so they know what to
expect."
As a rising senior, Williams will help anchor a
defense that finished last in the OVC last sea-

son, giving up 430 yards per game. Williams said
be is pleased with the defense's effort so far in
practices and hopes they will continue to
improve for the upcoming season.
'"We've made strides," he said. "At first we
came out here and we were looking pretty slow
and sluggish. Then we picked it up and got used
to it and we've been moving a lot faster and
being a lot more physical."
The Racers also practiced Monday and
worked on kick off returns, among other drills.
Big plays ruled the day in the pass skeleton drill,
as the offense completed a 70-yard touchdown
pass while the defense returned an interception
for a touchdown.
The offense focused on ball security and footwork while the defense concentrated on breaking blocks.
Griffin said he's noticed a big difference in the
team's physical progression from last sprin.
"We're stronger, we're faster," be said...We had
a better offseason because we had a full offseason. We know these kids now; they've been with
us for over a year so they know us and they
know the expectations, so that makes it a little
smoother."
Griffin said despite the high level of intensity
in practices, the team still has work to do before
the spring game April 21.
"We've been sloppy in some spots and we've
still got to work that out, but that's what us
coaches get paid to do," be said. "It's hard to
really say at this point what our progress has
been."
The Racers open the 2007 season with a
nationally-televised contest at the University of
Louisville Aug. 30.
Tommy
Dillard
can be reached at
thomos.dillard@ate.edu.

El,1int> KighrJTh£' New.,

Offensive and defensive linemen battle in practice last week.

Women defeat SEMO, men's tennis falls in·Memphis
Sarah Tinsley
Staff writer
Both the men's and women's tennis
teams faced tough competitors in
their matches this week.
The women came out victors of
their match against Southeast Missouri State. while the men struggled
agai.Dst Southeast Louisiana and the
University of Memphis on Wednesday.
The women faced the Redbawks
Thursday in an Ohio Valley Conference match at home. Murray State
had a 7-0 victory against SEMO,

improving its record to 3-1 in the OVC
and 8-5 overalL
The win made senior Anna Lask
Murray State's winningest women's
tennis player In history.
Lask was a key component in the
win, earning Ws in both the doubles
and singles matches.
But Anna Lask was not the only one
who contributed to the game. Her
twin sister Rachael also helped the
Racers to victory. Together, they
defeated their opponents and swept
the doubles category with the help of
teammates Casady Pruitt, Lynsey
Bochenek and Angela McGahee.

Anna Lask was also named this
week's OVC Tennis Female Athlet~
of the week.
The women may have had a great
match against SEMO, but the men
weren't able to say the same about
their duals with Southeast Louisiana
and Memphis.
The men lost 5-2 and 7-o. respectively.
"Memphis is always tough," Head
Coach Mel I>urcell said. "We just
weren't even in the game with them.
We had chances against Louisiana
and just couldn't pull it out.''
Purcell said the doubles matches

'

..Air Dunker Tryouts
~

· Wednesday, April18, 2007 @6p.m.
Carr Health Gymnasium
•

•

..

. You could be the next Air Dunker! Ascholarship will
be awarded to the student who will be representing
Murray State as Air Dunker.
For more information, contact
Kyle McClure, Director of Marketing at 270.809.3517
kyle.mcclure@
murraystate.edu

look~J glJod e:trly. but started Ill falter as tim~.: went on.
The Racers won at No. 1 doubles
and No. 3 doubles, securing the double's point in their match against
Southeast Louisinna. The team, however, was only able tu win one doubles match against Memphis.
Despite the losses, Purcell is confident in his team's ability to play the
doubles point to their advantage und
overcome their opponents.
..We playea OK," he satd. "They're
a tough team, but like I said. we had
chances and so I know that my guys
can stick with them."

Out of 12 singles matches, the Racers were only able to record one win.
Junior Chris Horton accounted for
the team's only win at the No.6 spot.
Because both games were non-conference matches, Purcell doesn't feel
much regret about the losses.
"I really don't care since the games
aren't in conference," he said. "It's a
good way to get us in shape and get us
some practice in."
.8oth the men and women's next
matches are today against Eastern
Kentucky University.
Sarah Tinsley can be reached at
sar~h.tinsley@murraystatedu
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Wiccans say 'Craft' is oral tradition, not cult

•Saturday
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
7:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium, tickets
sold at the Student
Government Association office or at
the door, students
$3 with Racercard,
general admission
$5, children under
U free

Go\~
Hav~

Becky Pasldevich
Staff writer
Contrary to popular belief,
"Double, double, toil and trouble" is not the mantra for those
who follow the Wiccan religion.
Jessica Page. sophomore
from Hampton, Va., discovered
Wicca in high school and is
now a devout follower.
"I felt · really connected to it
and thought it would be a nice
spiritual path," she said.
Wicca, sometimes . referred
to as "The Craft." is spiritually
related to Native Americans,
according to religioustolerance.org, a Web site devoted to
promoting religious acceptance.
Although Wicca has its own
books, the literature resembles
more of a ritual manual as
opposed to a handbook like the
Bible, Page said.
Religious to 1erance.org
echoes the idea. "Wicca is
largely an oral tradition, and
has no holy text that corresponds to the Christian Bible."
the site said.
Page said the religion is very
ritualistic and organized.
she
said,
Unfortunately,
because there are not a lot of
Wiccans in Murray, she hasn't
shared the rituals or holidays
with anyone.
The site explained that Wiccan rituals take many forms,
but generally include a few
specific constants. The casting
of a circle is done first, then an
invocation of a deity/deities,
followed by the body of the ritual, which may involve magic,

• Tuesday
llecital

8 p.m., brass chamber music recital,
free admission

.!.Thursday
Play
7:30 p.m., 'Dr.
Faustus,' Robert E.
Johnson Theatre,
adults $8, faculty
andAARP$8,
MSU students free
with Racercard

Concert
8 p.m., Percussion
Ensemble, Lovett
Auditorium, free
admission

•April 13
Fashion show
, 7:30 p.m., 'Hip Hop
Runway,' sponsored by Campus
Activities Board
and Student Government Association, Curris Center
Barkley Room, free
admission

Faith

Page said she has a 2-yearold son, but doesn't intend to
force the Wiccan spirituality
on him. Wiccas feel that a person must mature before they
can make an independent decision regarding religion.
"He's open to choose whatever religion he feels most connected with," she said.
Derek Adams, sophomore
from Mayfield, Ky., grew up
Christian but never felt a real
connection to it. Like Page, he
said that as soon as he carne
across Wicca, be felt a correlation. He then researched Wicca
on the Internet to get a basis of
the beliefs.
"I've always been drawn to
magic and stuff. so I Googled
(Wicca) and read a couple
books," be said.
He's been following Wicca
for just a couple of months, but
has been studying it off and on
for a few years.

Paul Holladay/contributor

The pentagram Is a Wlccan symbol often wronQiy associated with Satanlsm.
dance or readings and finally a
closing of the circle, which
basically restores the space to
ordinary usage.
Although she said certain
witch groups worship together
in what is called a coven, she
practices alone and commits to
personal spiritual growth.
"I personally believe every
person has a personal guardian
angel and they guide you." she
said. "There's no purgatory and
I don't believe in bell or beaven. The religion isn't about the
reward so much as living life to
benefit other people."
Page clarified a misconception about Wiccans, noting that
they don't worship Satan and
aren't evil. Also, not all Wiccans practice witchcraft, her-

self included. Because of false
impressions, she said it is hard
being Wiccan in Murray, a prjmarily Christian community.
"People don't have an understanding or openness to it," she
said.
Page (who wears the Wiccan
pentacle) a five-pointed star
symbol, around her neck every
day, once was pointed out in a
public place and told she was
going to hell.
The religious tolerance site
recognized the lack of acceptance of Wiccas.
"To some conservative
Christians, all religions other
than their own are forms of
Satanism," the site said. "Wiccas do not recognize an all-evil
deity or quasi-deity like Satan."

"It's pretty much an earthbased religion," he said.
"There's more than one path
and no true way that everyon~
has to follow. It is in no way
evil. Most people relate it tQ
Satanism because of the pentacle, but it actually is a symbol
of protection."
"Wicca and Satanism are not
at all similar religions," the site
said. "However, the Christian
church did link them in the past
- particularly during the witchburning times.''
He said being Wiccan in
Murray isn't a problem, espe'cially since he practices alone.•
He said that anyone interested in Wicca should look at a
variety of Web sites and bookS
to get a good taste.
Margot Adler, in her book
"Drawing Down the Moon," a
study of contemporary nature
religions, summarizes the ge~
era! explanation and plea of the
Wiccan community:
•:
"We are not evil. We don~
harm or seduce people. Wear~
not dangerous. We are ordinary people like you. We have
families, jobs, hopes. ana
dreams. We are not a cult. Tbli
religion is not a joke. We are
not what you think we are frodi
looking at TV. We are real we
laugh, we cry. We are seriouS'.
We have a sense ofhumor. YoU
don't have to be afraid of us'.
We don't want to convert you.
And please don't try to convert
us. Just give us the same right
we give you - to live in peace.
We are much more similar to
you than you think."
Becky Paskievich can be

reached at rebecca.paskievkh
@mu"aystate.edu.

---- - - -

Play
7:30p.m., 'Dr. Faustus,' Robert E.
Johnson Theatre,
adult $8, faculty
and AARP $8, MSU .
students free with
Racercard
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Concert
8 p.m., University
Chorale and Chamber Singers, Performing Arts Hall
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Can't get out of bed Friday
morning to get your copy of
The Murray State News?
DON'T SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF!

~

If

CHECK THE NEWS OUT
ONLINE IF YOU'RE
TOO LAZV TO GET OUTI

Mon4•v • Fri4•v: 7 •e Me • 9 IJe Me
S•tur4•v: 9 •• Me • 7 IJe Me
Sun4•v: 11 •e Me • 6 IJe Me
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Characters shine in monster movie
CombilliDI IUipeDieful horror, black
comedy and realistic famUy drama
sounds lib an impouible feat Adding a
pant monster juat IOUilda absurd.
But the new South Korean
release
"The Host" flawlessly mingles each of
these elements into a IUl'prisingly entutaining - and moving - mooater movie.
Park Gq-du <Kana-ho Song) lives a
monotonous life as a food-stand clerk on
the beach of the Han River ln SeouL
Aside from being a disappointment to his
father Hee-bong (Byun Hee-bong), Gangdu abo con tinually embarrasses his
daughter Hyun-seo (Ab-sung Ko).
On .a busy day, an enormous amphibious creature violently attacks the crowcls
around the Han River. ln an act of bravery, Gang-du helps other victims flee the
monster's onslaught while trying to protect his daughter. Just as the monster
leaves the gruesome scene, it grabs Hyunseo and carries her into the city's sewer
system.
Gang-du and the rest of his family
mourn their loss within a quarantined
hospital only to receive a static ceUpbone call from the missing Hyun-seo.
The family decides to defy the government-issued quarantine and save Hyunseo from the clutches of the mutated
beast.
At the risk of revealing too much about
the film. all of this happens within the
fttst 30 minutes. The remainder !>f the

rdm

·~ancrflo Song plays Partt Ganc)-du In the South Korean film. 'The Host.'

movie focuses on the Park family's evasion of the military and its search for the
monster's den.
'Ibis extensive devotion to character
development makes "The Host" more
than an average Asian monster flick.
Director Joon-bo Bong bas breathed new
life Into the monster movie pmre becaUJe
of this approach to telling the story. Tbe
monster is menacing and gruesome, but
the human characters are what really
draws in the viewer.
Bong creates an atmosphere of realistic
drama and heartbreak laced with a subtle
hint of humor. This atmosphere makes
the human element of the film the central
point of interest while the monster simply propels the p lot.
The acting in "The Host" represents
some of the best performances filmed for
a monster movie. Audiences will care for
this family from the first frame.
Kang-ho Song's portrayal of Gang-du
authentically embodies a father tryiq to
preserve his family. While his physlcallty remains humorous throughout, Kangho's skill for drama will easily evoke sympathy in any viewer.
Byun Hee-bong gives a powerful performance as weU. Byun's performance
naturally reflects how a real person
· would react to the outlandish situations
facing his family.
Aside from the human element of "The
Host," the special effects utilized in the
movie easily eliminate the rubber-su it
stereotype associated with monster
movies of the East. The bipedal hybrid
fiSh monster is accomplished through
beautifuUy rendered computer generated
imagery and animatronics.

Whether it is clumsily galloping
through a crowd of screaming people, or
swinging from the pillars of a suspensiOn
bridge. the monster moves fluidly and
reaU.stkally. Its realistic: and organic look
only add to the tum's realism.
Additionally, the filmmakers never
attempt to conceal its image. Rather than
cloaking it in shadow, the monster almost
always appears in daylight with every
detail completely illuminated.
The only real flaw with the film was its
limited theatrical release earlier in
MarciL
So many people won't get the opportUnity to experience this movie in a theatrical setting, something the film definitely
deserves.
:
"The Host" combines and contorts genres resulting in one of the most creative
and entertaining human-based monster
movies ever.
The giant monster genre ls not dead, .
and "The Host" is proof.
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Zvo frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're bored
Two frames: Rent it

Three frames: Head to tht box office
Four frarMS: Hello, Criterion Collection

l~ig Brothers, Big Sisters set bowling tourney for fundraising
..

.Jim Burch
Staff writer
A group of Murray State
student-mentors are helping
:childre n find positive role
•models and the organization
~that makes it possible.
! Murray State a nd Big
:Srothers Big Sisters (BBBS)
:will be hosting the event,
:Bowl for Kid's Sake, from 9-11·
J».m. Wednesday at Corvette
unes.
! • The event public relations
~oordinator, Melissa Crespo.
~ .r h...-: •
fSOP
umore from Mascoutah,
i..

'

Ill., said the purpose of the
function is to raise money and
awareness for BBBS.
Organizing the majority of
this event are the classmates
of Youth and Nonprofit Leadership, led by Gina Winchester , assistan~ dire~r of
Career Services.
YNL 351 is a service learning and leadership class that
organizes a community service project every year. This
year, they take- on Bowl for
Kids' Sake.
The class elects officers to
lead the non-profit organization rundraiser oefore plan-

Ding the event.
Crespo bas been speaking
at differ ent meetings and
group functions across campus to promote the fundraiser
and said businesses are
becoming involved as weU as
students.
She said BBBS was an easy
choice for an organization to
benefit because she and several of her classmates are
already involved with the'
group.
"I believe they work on a
$30,ooo-a-year budget and
that even includes payil!§
their full-time airector," ere:

'-

spo said. "So we all came to
the conclusion to do something that we c;an raise money
for them."
Bowl for Kids' Sake is a
national fundraiser that BBBS
uses across the country and
will be hosted in Murray for
the first time, Crespo said.
Amber Roach, senior from
Benton, Ky., was elected president for Bowl for Kids' Sake
and oversees several committees formed to create
fundraising opportunities for
thecamp•ip
Roach q~ ~er group contacted tlie lOCal Ml!JTay cliap-

ter of BBBS and discovered
ter of BBBS come from Murits biggest .needs were finan- · ray State.
cial aspects of the organizaMany of those BBBS meation.
tors will be represented at
But aside from raising
Bowl for Kids' Sake Wednesmoney for BBBS, Roach said
day.
raising awareness on campus
The children being mentored will not be able to
and throasbout the community is a high priority.
attend, but their testimonies
"We just want to raise genwill be seen through quotes
eral awareness what BBBS is
and pictures about bow BBBS
and their purpose," Roach
bas improved their lives.
said. "We also hope to gain
· More Information about
more mentors, more (big
Big Brothers Big Sisters can
brothers or big sisters),
be found at Bbbs.org.
throusb ORproject.,.
Jim Burch can be re«hed at
) ames.burch@murraystqt,.
Roa~ Qid 90 ~~nt of
mentors at the MiiiiiYchaP-
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promoting r eligious tolerance. Links explain religious beliefs for a myriad of
spiritualities in an attempt
to set the facts straight.
"Hot Topics" links include
everything from gay marr iage to assisted suicide .•
Common misconceptions,
background material and
religious terminology are
also explained.
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LARGEST RESALE clothing store in dw
Mid-SOuth. Men, Women &r Chlldren".save up to 90%. All clem, otp·
nlzed by size, Vintage to cunmt Who
Ions. The Answer 321 MMI Slrftt Benton. KY, 270..527·1078 Open 6 days
10..5.

To play: Complete the grid so that fNery
rr:m, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There Is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.'
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Michilel Henson at 270..703-2970.
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Ellldilh Bulldog Pups 8 weeb. Come
wiil we recOrd, 1st set of lhob,
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health. For more information, you em
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pet2000.jinvnyttgmail.com. Addrftl
Below: 350 North Orlems Strftt
Lbby, ChicilgO, IL 60654

PER WORD!
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Wilson Hall room 111 , mailed
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State N~w.~. 2609 University
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therews

the news fromtothe
editor
superfeda!
I

MURRAY SfATI UNIVffiSITY

· -

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301

Goal settinQ - I've always been a f~n of it. and my cofleoe
career has been no exception. There are the more noble ooals.
like be editor in chief of The Murray State News or C}faduate
summa cum laude.
Then there are the ooals that are just a tad off the beaten
path. like jumpino on F. King Alexander's trampoline (check!),
having a surprise, triple orgasm on staoe (check! see riQhtl)
and, of course, publishinQ a special section with such lewd and
lascivious stories as where to meet a one-night stand.
Today, I can finally check that last goal off the list.
Superfecta (named for its association with the top winners
in horse races) is a section with hundreds of editorial directors
- you, the students and voters.
It's been a lonQ road. We developed the ballot printed them,
collected them. counted them (and laughed about them),
wrote stories about themand now, here we are. PrintinQ them.
It's been a labor of love, but love Is the operative word. We
hope yo.u enjoy this section enough to keep it coming back for
years. We dreamed it up and you made it happen, so thanks.
And enjoy.

E-mail: thenews• murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

www.thenews.oro
Elizabeth Clweln
Editor in Chief • 809·68n
Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809·4468
Rockelle Gray

Opinion Editor • 809·4468

casey Northcutt
College life Editor 809·4468
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor • 809-4481
Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager · 809·4478
Jonathan Bll'ris
Photooraphy Editor • 809-4468
Joe Hedc)es

Adviser • 809-2998

- Ellzlbeth Clweln. editor In chief

ENJOY
-------------------·

EVERYDAY!
FREE DELIVERY!
4p.m.-Ciose every night!

Enjoy two all-you-can-eat
pizza &
spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

753-6656
Lunch

Buffet

Monday - Friday
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Not good with any other

offer

Dinner Buffet

--------------------·
2for$12.09
Enjoy two aU-you-can-eat
pizza & spagatti dinner and
weekend buffets
including drink!

Monday - Friday
4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Not good wilh any other

offer
tbru 4-15-07

thru 4- 1~-07

Saturday and Sunday Buffet
* . ....

11 a.m. - 9 p.m. ALL DAYI

-----------------------·

Lots of pizza for a little dough!
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BEST
PLACE
TO
-·
·
·
lltertlelll-d n. .
SJamming doon, loud rap
music from the nelgbbon
and talkative roommates~
some of tbe tbiDp students
won't find on the secoDd
floor ofwaterfield IJbnry.
What they will find 8le big
wiDdowl, comfortable c:bain

8Dd sweet sileace.
LaureDe Zaporozbetz llicl
tbe secood floor of the
WMerfield wu deslpated a
em D01se" floor this leiDI!Ster.

-we started with just a

said ltWIID't good~
so we desipated it a no

nolle ftooat• Zaporozbetz
said. .
Sbe aid DeW c:bain have
beeD orcleted for tbe library
mel the wiDdows on the top

floor b&fJp SIUcleDta lela
-Daewhidowl up there
1m aot.&dfiJI.•

Zaponbetz
llld. -I thiDt it is just a
peKdd mel quiet p.;e to
ltUdt llld I am tbrillecl that
~)are apeemgwith

_.

quiet floor. but some people

u ust

OOH

&uffit &-§rill

It's

...... ,.._

lSSO lttll!e .. Drift, Suite F
M...,..,. KY 42071
21~7B-4653

,,. tDMtl

6
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...... .,...._State;

Oilve .........."M11rl'lf .....

--~
A1tJloqp the StubJi1eiWd--

ataad as a II)'JIIIW
the access cocle to open the pta
represents a pe.rplexla& Co~
enigma that only a select few stu·
c:lents and faculty
Alex Grlendlias. leDior from
Elizabethtown. said he bows the
code number because the same
number is used lor other aecurity
stations on the campus.
'"I gave the eombiaatioa a shot
on the gates and. much to my surprise, it worked." Grieadlins said.
Since leamlnc the code,
Griendliag said be has oDly
opened the ptes twice.
He said beiDs one of the stu;.
dents who bows the code feels
like a secret privilege eonsiclerin&
haw Murray stuclellts are sometimes treated by campus authori-
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BEST PLACE TO HAVE AFIRST KISS but what do you think?
the news

steps of Iovett auditorium

The Shoe Tree tells it all.
The flip flops and sneakers that
hang down the tree represent the
numerous campus couplings that
have resulted in marriage. But where
did these now newly and not-sonewly wedded have their first kisses?
If you want the perfect on-campus
location for a picturesque. smooch,

look no further than the steps of
Lovett Auditorium. While Lovett
may be better known for hosting
plays and events like All Campus
Sing, the view of the Q!.Jad and dim
lighting could have a magical effect
on new love.

where is the best place on campus
to have a first kiss?
"Roy Stewart
Stadium
would be a
good place
for a first
kiss."

"I think in
the Quad in
front of Poge
Library at
night."

~~~~~~~~

Emily Kohl

Eric Winfield

freshman, fort

freshman, buford, ga.
''I think by
the shoe tree
in the middle
of the night."

Jenna Ray
freshman. louisville,
ky.

uln front of
Hester
College."

Dori ~....

o11. . . .

sophomore, brighton,
ill.

BEST PUBLIC BATHROOM

upstairs waterfield

Cleanliness? Check.
Stocked supply of TP?
Check.
And of course - location,
location, location.
All this and more awaits
those who venture to the second floor bathrooms in
Waterfield Library. After traveling back behind the bookcases on this no-noise floor, bathroom users are greeted by the
peaceful serenity of light blue
walls, and a promise of silence
and no interruptions that only
a library can offer.
And sometimes, a little concentration is needed in the
bathroom.
Slightly hidden in the mazes of
text and bound volumes,
Waterfield's upstairs restroom
is probably Murray State's
best-kept bathroom secret.
Amanda Brown, sophomore
from Evansville, Ind., works in

the library and said she rarely
sees anyone around the
rcstrooms.
"I guess that's why they are
so dean," Brown said. "It's a
good thing, though. I don't
have to worry about walking
out with toilet paper on my
shoe, so that's definitely a
plus."
With two stalls, two sinks
and handicap accessible features. the Waterfield upstairs
restroom is guaranteed to
please.
The toilet paper is always
.stocked, the soap and paper
towels never seem to deplete
and - for a bathroom - the
smelltssurprisingly tolerable.
But should you need reading material - please bring
your own.

- Charlotte Kyle

Paul Hollada)·!contrihutur
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BEST PLACE TO PEOPLE lATCH
BEST PLACE TO HANG OUT BETWEEN
elizabeth college a•pbitbeater
CLASSES

For the most part, the shows
staged at the Elizabeth College
amphitheater star actors who have
no idea they've been cast.
It's the highest form of offBroadway entertainment - people
watching.
Sara Brewer, sophomore from
Shelbyville, Ky., said she frequents
the amphitheater steps during the
spring, when the weather's nice.
Apparently pedestrians can be pretty entertaining.
"(Once) Heidi Taylor, (senior
from Central City, Ky.) and (nonstudent) Stephen Kraven were
pushing each other and riding shopping carts down the bridge," she
said, "until Racer Patrol was called
on them."
Daniel Erb, senior from
Edwardsville, Ill., said he sits there
at least four times a week, talking
with friends and watching passersby.
"It's the place to be," he said. "You
can see everybody. You're up higher,

'mce on your throne."
One day while lounging in the
amp, Erb witnessed a student hold
comer of chestnut and waldrop streets
an argument about. "Star Wars" Forty-five minutes until your next
donate $1 to eat - the money goes
with himself.
toward mission trips.
class and nothing to do?
"I went up to try and talk to him,
Joe Benson, freshman from Beaver
"This place has had a huge impact
but he didn't listen," Erb said. "He
Dam, Ky., is heading to the Baptist
on me and I'm glad this is a place peowas too involved with himself - the
College Ministry.
ple feel they can come to and experiselfish bastard."
Benson said he likes hanging out at
ence the college journey," Romrnes
People aren't the only sources of
the BCM - on Chestnut Street adjasaid.
between-class entertainment found
cent to Elizabeth College - between
The BCM also offers wireless
in the amp. Erb said he once
Internet, a kitchen and an office for
classes because he can just chill out or
watched four ants struggle epically
studying - they are in the process of
get involved in activities.
to scale the concrete steps with a
'1t has a TY, video games and severadding a computer lab.
kernel of popcorn.
al of my friends hang out here,"
Sierra White, junior from Marion,
"There's one pulling and three
ill, said she like the socialization the
Benson said
pushing," he said. "The three pushHe also likes to play musical instruBCM offers.
ing end up falling down and rolling
ments, and the BCM has a piano and
"It is a good place to go to get away
around on the ground, but the one
guitar he can use for practice.
from the main part of campus," White
pulling holds the popcorn up there
Brian Rommes, senior from
said
by himself until the other three get
Louisville, Ky., said he likes going to
Courtney Crain, freshman from
back up and push the popcorn over
the BCM because it has such a weiLouisville, Ky., said the BCM holds a
the corner.
Welcome Week at the beginning of
, coming atmosphere and places to
"It was the most beautiful thing
study and hang out.
the year to let students know they
I've ever seen in my entire life."
have a place to come and hang out.
Rommes said every Wednesday

baptist collecje 11inistry

-Casey Northcutt

BCM holds a luncheon where local
churches brings food and students can

.fNP~
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
27Q-767..()375
506 North 12th Street • Murray

HOURS
Sunday - Saturday: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Carry Out Available

Said Crain: "It is like a family."
-Ashley Edwards
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BEST PLACE TO HOOK UP

vitello'sbathroom

If you ever had the impulsive urge
to whisk your significant other into
the bathroom of a bar for some serious love making, you might not be
the only one.
Located at 15th and Olive streets;
Vitello's has a prime location near
campus for the convenience of students.
The combination of proximity,
alcohol and young adults would
seems as if it would create a spontaneous sexual atmosphere, but some
are confused about where the hype
is coming from.
Evo Vitello, owner of Vitello's,
said he has never seen or heard of
two customers messing around in
one of his bathrooms before.
· "Out of all the places on campus,
it's my bathroom that people wanr to
hook up in?" he said. "l want people
to come for the pizza or the beer,
not my bathroom."
Vitello said that if two people

were in a bathroom together, he
would probably hear about it.
"There's so many people in here
that you would hear screaming or
cheering or something if (hooking
up in the bathroom) was going on,"
he said.
Everyone asked at the bar said
they had never heard of people
hooking up in the bathrooms, nor
have they tried it themselves, but
some did admit that they might consider it if the offer was enticing
enough.
.
Vitello said he thought the idea of
people hooking up in his bathroom
was humorous but as an owner, he
wouldn't want his bar to have that
sort of reputation.
Said Vitello: "If I caught people in
there, I would just tell them to get a
room or go back to the dorms or
wherever they come from."

-Jim Burch

BEST PLACE TO CURL UP
WITH ABOOK

tboroughbrewed cafe (hart college)
For many students,
nothing compliments a
white chocolate latte
like a soft chair and a
Jack Kerouac novel.
AU the necessary elements arc at Hart
College's
Thoroughbrewed
Coffee Shop, with its
dim lighting, quiet
atmosphere and everpresent aroma of coffee
beans.
Erica Van Buren,
senior from Waterloo,
Ill., works as the stu·
dent supervisor for the
shop and said about 50
students come in per
day to lounge in the
comfy chairs and read.
"I definitely think it's
the atmosphere," she
said. "It's a comfortable
place. The couches are
comfortable and I guess
Paul Holladay/contributor people like the aroma of

the coffee.''
Van Buren said she
has often cracked open
a novel or textbook in
the shop, simply
because
Thoroughbrewed gives
her a change of scenery
for studying.
The attraction is a little different for Michael
Joseph, freshman from
O'Fallon, Ill., who said
he reads and studies
there every day.
"The lighting is amazing," he said. "It's a really strange, brown light
which I really like - and
you can get a really
good cup of coffee
there.''
Joseph said he studies, reads novels and
writes poetry and short
stories under Tbrewed's unique lights.
- Casey Northcutt

UGLim 01-cAIPIIS IUUI&

bllckllall scielcebllllllll

It might not be the prettiest of
buildings, but some might say
Blackbwn Science bas the most
intelligence.
With an exterior of concrete in a
shape comparable to •a square
doughnut," it is no surprise that
Blackburn Science is considered by
many the ugliest on-campus building.
But it's a title in which students
and faculty can take pride - Malla
Phllllps. graduate student from
Hopkinsville, Ky., said she colllid-:
en the building home. no matter.its
unpleasant exterior, because she
spends so much time there.
Focusing on brains rather than
beauty is nothing new for
Blackbwn's inhabitaate.
"In the past, the scieDtista have
never been the best dressed."
Phillips Aiel.
Albert IIDsteiJI. WUD.~ the lliOit
attractive of men, but be certaJDiy
left an lmpleuion.
As oae of the oldest bulldJnp on

campus. the awkward ami-illsquare-glasses vlbe certa~Dij permeates from the halls of BlaUbtiJ'IL.
The phrase
certainly ctoesn•t apply, wtdl pe Walls
and the heavy scent of elj tatboob and chemicals t1:aJ1*1 fn the
building since it was ballt.
The room numbers cloD~ 'PiUe
sense, cauilDg students to
a
little more time in Bladh61 than
they misht desire.
It may not win
for
being the mott fashion~ et
nab any mapzlne ~lt •
more likely to be fea.-1 fB tllt
'wllat DOt to wear' .......- .
Philips said she sees~
~ "growing in tYftJCure.
-Now it's starting to - cQDl to be
a geek." Philips said. . , . .ut is

"'inner...,-

..-.d
any._.

~trendy.•

...n-

Frustration says it all wileD
able upbalt is the issue at baDcL
PiDcllDs an empty pukiDs spot
anywhere on campus, at IDJ
time, is one of the IDOit dlfDcu1t
tub a student ltilllirce dudDs Ills
or her four plus yean at lftlray
State.
And unJlke a paiDstaktDa bioJDe..
dumics or accquntiDI course. the
strugle doesn't end after a aemester.
It CODtinues, and u it c:loel. tbe
price of parkiDg coatbaues to rile
with every ticbt tucked between
your wiDdshield wipers c:ourtay of
Racer Patrol.
The bottom line is, open parkiDa
spaces are an anomaly OD ~·
1b combat the problem. 10111e
choose peclestriaa status, while adaen choose to be rebeWoaa aDd put
Uleplly.
But others go straisht to the man
in clWie - God.
The Immanuel Lutheran Church
on Main Street across from Sparks

smn

If';;:'LiDd
afbd the top of the
Betweela the

...

~----to pop. theca-tioa ....... budpt.
er,.taiPoftll, public61n spec:lllllt at
L8L secrelldaul center.
... die JMIMI\e ICeDei'J doel the

*

trick
"'t can be quiet llld you can have
pmaq;• tbe ..W. -a's a bealful
plqtit.,..eat aad make a mem-

OI'Jk,_be t1ieN ~cnnro·

. . . . . then .re pleat)' ollocadoa ~- pttiDa don- ODe
bee •ta. but •rguled aoiJII to
oae oftbe cantpiDa ant11 aloal the
Wltelhat to watch the IUDiet
before proposing.
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qltank

fttSU

'ftJU

Sllf~I!.HlS

6",. otJliH(J.
Now Accepting Applicants.

PARENTS HAVE A
LOT OF RULES.

Rates start at $318 per bedroom.

Well, now that you're old
enough to start making
your own rules, come check
out living at Murray Place.

We're conveniently located.
Affordable. Popular with the
students. And, since It's your
furniture, we could ,give a dang
if you put your f~et on it.

COME CHECK OUT OUR AMENfflESI
· Sparkling swimming pool
·Washer and dryer in every unrt
• Rent includes

·Water
· Electric (cap}
• Cable with HBO and Cinemax

1700 Lowes Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

270.759.3003
www.MurrayPiace.com

• Fitness center

·Computer Ia~
• FOlly furnished apartments

Murray Place

~n11 1$ ~ kJw ?'U; w~ tiv&.
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BEST PIZZA

matt b's

main street next to corvette lanes

Strolling down the streets of
Murray. out-of·towners would never
guess that a small restaurant wedged
between a doughnut shop and a
bowling alley tosses pizzas that have
the power to make mouths water
from one county line to another.
Matt B's Main Street Pizza has
been a favorite among students, faculty and alumni, since its opening in
1997.
Owner Matt Bartholomy has been
in the pizza business for more than
20 years and has seen at least nine
other Murray pizzerias come and go.
Bartholomy attributes his success to
good location, fast service, great
customer service and excellent
pizza.
"To have a successful pizza business there are many facets that you
need to have and they are all very
important," he said. "I wanted to
make the best pizza I could possible.
A lot of people are worried about
measuring. That's not my philoso-

phy. I know I'm building a pizza
business with loyal customers, if I
put the absolute best products I can
out there."
Customers agree that from his
bread sticks to his BBQ chicken
pizza, Matt B is making high quality
products.
Jenny Meier, sophomore from
Lexington, Ky., likes Matt B's
because the pizza is higher quality
than chain pizzerias.
"I think it's better than most chain
places that are usually over-priced
and have small portions, but Matt
B's gives you a big piece," Meier
said. "It's high quality, but at a
cheep price."
Matt B's also carries a specialty
line of pizzas you can't find anywhere else. Vegetarians can munch
on his Italian Style Super Veggie
Pizza with tomatoes, green pepper,
mushrooms, red onions and broccoli, smothered in four cheeses. For
the carnivores out there, Matt rec-

April McKeel/7he News

ommends his Bacon Cheeseburger
Pizza with extra beef, cheddar
cheese, bacon and tomatoes.
Matt B's is open from 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. Monday through Saturday and

has daily pizza specials. Matt B's
also offers pizza by the slice and
individual bread sticks to accommodate the lunch crowd.
- Alaina Zanin

HUDDL11
HD-M.
Always open,
always fresh!

Any meal, any time,
24 hours a day!
HWY 121 Bypass
.tl• Murray
759-1712
Huclclle House wants to thank the
students of MSU for votlngthena the
best place for late night naunchles

..
©
-

••• "'J/e4t II·~· "

200 N. 15th ST. (Across from Wilson Hall)
Take-Out Orders (270) 753-3406
Q uality, Service & Oeanllneu
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BEST BURGER

campus grill

15th street across from
wilson hall
A thick. savory cut of charbroiled ground beef fresh off the
grill.
A generous slice of melted
American cheese, crisp lettuce,
juicy tomatoes and crunchy
green pickles all between two
giant hamburger buns.
All the perfect characteristics
of an exceptional, satisfying
burger lie at Quarters' Campus
Grill.
"It tastes just like home," said
Geco Ross. senior from
Paducah, Ky. "The burgers are
large, seasoned and cooked to
perfection. I enjoy the fact that
they arc hot and made fresh to
order."
The food may be what brings
students to the Campu.s Grill,
but the atmosphere is what
keeps them coming back.
"The people remember your
name, and are really interested
in the best interest of their customers," Ross said. "It's some
great food, the quantity and
quality really don't compare."
For those who know and frequent the Campus Grill. snifflng
out an exceptional cheeseburger

Jonathan Burris/The News

BEST MEXICAN
RESTAURANT

los portales

12th street in the olympic plaza
It's more than just Mexican. It's a Murray institution.
It's easy to see why Los Portales - more fondly
known ·as just 'Los'- is so well-loved by students
and townies alike.
Throughout the restaurant on any given night,
fajitas are sizzling, customers are munching on
chips and salsa and sipping frozen margaritas
while Mexican pop music plays in the background.
Gueustavo Leon, Los Portales manager, said
ranking high in campus opinion is an honqr,
because much of the restaurant's customer base
is composed of students.
"We feel very grateful (that) students pick us
as favorite Mexican place to eat,'' Leon said. "It's
great to be the favorite of Murray State students."
Adam Scott, senior from Mayfield, Ky., has
been eating at Los Portales for years.
"I've been going to Los Portales since it
opened, and I love how they all know me when I
come in," Scott said. "It makes it personable."
Amber Anderson, sophomore from Murray,
loves the atmosphere and friendly service.
"One of the waiters always does magic tricks
for me every time I come in," Anderson said.
Anderson has celebrated several birthdays at
Los Portales, and like any other birthday boy or
girl, the servers placed the celebratory sombrero
on her head and sang to her.
"Birthdays at Los are always really fun and you
get to take funny pictures with the sombreros,"
Anderson said.
Emma Wall, sophomore from Germantown,
Tenn., said you just can't beat the price, either.
"Los has prices that college students can handle," WaH said. "They offer more bang for your
buck."
On your next trip in to the Mexican Mecca,
don't miss student favorites like the fajita nachos
and pecheuga frita
- Ashley Edwards

I

Paul t lolladay/conlnbutor

is as easy as pie.
"It's like apple pie, it's an allAmerican food," said Ed
Hudgins, former owner of
Campus Grill.
With students craving the
insatiable tastes of a Campus
Grill burger, Leslie and Maurice
Wormsbaucher, owners of
Campus Grill sine~ April 2006,
have their work cut out for
them.
"On burger Friday we sell the
most burgers - between 80 and
100," Leslie Wormsbaucher
said."
Though extremely busy on
Fridays, Leslie Wormsbaucher
said she always remembers the
restaurant motto: "Quality, service and friendliness."
Fueled by their positive motto,
Leslie Wormsbaucher said the
employees at Campus Grill have
the muscle to crank out its tasty
burgers.
"We always joke that we have

cooks on steroids," Leslie
Wormsbaucber said. "They can
put out burgers faster than
McOonalds."
With the hustle and bustle of
a fast-food chain Leslie
Wormsbaucher said many
aspects of the restaurant make
the grill a place where people
enjoy coming to eat.
"The burgers and the food,
there's nothing bad on the
menu, and we have fun," Leslie
Wormsbaucher said. "We hoot
and holler and then there's
everyone's support; that's a big
part."
With the combination of local
support and a variety of menu
choices, Campus Grill greets the
college public and invites students to bring their friends and
appetites.
Said Leslie Wormsbaucher:
"It's really a home atmosphere
here."
- Robin Phelps

BEST
SANDWICH

quizno's

chestnut street next to the
trophy case
Their slogan says it all: Mmm, toasty.
If you want to taste the best sandwich in
Murray, look no further than Quizno's Subs,
located next to The Trophy Shop on Chestnut
Street.
They've got a menu as expansive as their
sandwiches are large, and plenty of low prices
for students operating on a budget - meal deals
on Mondays and discounts with your Racercard
all week long.
Be sure to check out their lowfat sandwich
options, as well as their signature subs - some
cost as little as $2.99 everY pay of the week.
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but what do you think?

BEST PASTA

vitello's italian restaurant
Many students don't make it past the
pitcher-filled porch. But those who do
discover much more than a hopping
bar at Vitello's.
Its Italian name might spark the
interest of hungry patrons, but the food
is what keeps business thriving.
Evo Vitello, owner of Vitello's, said
the pasta has students hooked
''They don't go anywhere else," Vitello
said. "It's the only Italian restaurant."
He said the restaurant makes its food
from scratch instead of ready-made

food from a supplier, like their completers. which makes it unique.
One of Vitello's most popular dishes
is chicken marsala, with chic!<en
parmesan coming in a close second
Vitello's offers a daily lunch special,
which includes entrees and a special
soup.
The average cost for a pasta dish is
about $15, however there are more or
less expensive dishes depending on
which meal is selected.
- Rockelle Gray

the news

Nick's Family Sports Pub was voted best beer
selection. Discuss.
"Nick's has the
best beer selec·
tion, but the

1

friendship and

town that has

'Yes. because
they're the
only place in

camraderie at
Vitello's far
surpasses any
bar in town."

Woodchuck
cider on tap."

senior. ft. rucker, ala.
"I aQree.

"Yes. Nick's

however,

has the best
selection, but
I'd rather go
to The Apple."

Vitello's is with·
In walking dis·
tance from any·
where on cam·
pus, so it's more
convenient.

austin goodwin

leslie schlettalan

senior. evansville, ind.

senior. murray

Locations itt both Hart College attd Regents College

fhoroughbrewed would like to that1k the
studet1tS·of Murray State Ut1iversity for votit1g us
the best place to "curl up with a book».
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BEST SERVICE

los portales and j. edwards
olympic plaza/ n. 12th street
Smoking or non-smoking?
Table or booth?
There are some questions you'd
expect to be asked at any eating establishment. But it's the questions they
don't have to ask that make some
restaurants in Murray stand out above
the competition when it comes to service.
Some serve hot chips and spicy salsa
while others focus on nothing more
than the strength of the drink. These
little touches make the ticket at the
end of the night worthwhile.
Allie Michener, sophomore from St.
Louis, Mo., said she and friends visit
Los Portales once or twice a week. She
said the staff is very friendly and
sometimes visits with the customers.
"The people there are more friendly
and they are really personable,"
Michener said. "I don't know if it's just
because we go there all the time or
not, but they will sit down and they'll
have a conversation with us and talk to
us and make jokes and laugh with us."
Michener said the qualities that
define good service include making
sure drinks are always filled, food is
received in a timely matter and friendly staff- none of which are lacking at
Los Portales.
Noelle Olsen, senior from Murray,
sees the other side of things at her job.
Olsen has been working at J. Edward's
restaurant as a bartender for about a
year.
She said people who visit the restaurant enjoy the personalized service.
"A lot of our customers are repeat
business and as soon as they sit down,
we know exactly what their drink is,
we usually know what kind of food
they like," Olsen said. "A lot of the customers always have a certain server
that they always like to have wait on
them."
Olsen said servers usually go
through about a week or two of training.
She also said the managers of J.
Edwards tell employees to be professional and courteous to customers.

- Emily Wuchner

BEST PLACE FOR LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES
I BEST FOOD TO CURE AHANGOVER
huddle house

across from the rsec, highway 121

Paul Holladay/contributor

When students get hungry after
midnight, many of them immediately crave Huddle House. The
restaurant, known in Murray for its
24-hour dining, has become a hot
spot for students late at night.
Jennifer Mielke, junior from
Statesville, N.C., has eaten at
Huddle House early in the morning
several times.
"They have really cheap waffles
and sometimes you get them for
free because the people there are
really nice," Mielke said. ·~so, you
see a lot of people you know.
Mostly, I go there because it's the
only place open."

Jeremy Dudley, a manager at
Huddle House, said the restaurant
is almost always busy late at night
with college students.
"Our capacity is a little over 60,"
Dudley said. ''At night it varies, but
on the weekends we get several
hundred people over the course of
a night. It's mostly fraternity and
sorority people after parties.
During the week, we have a lot of
people studying."
Besides hunger pains, students
sometimes frequent Huddle House
to alleviate their hangovers after a
long night of parties.
Although there is no medical cure

for a hangover, everyone has his or
her own methods and beliefs of
how to alleviate one.
Most of these methods involve
food or water. Huddle House is
the only place open late enough for
people to go after drinking at a
party or with friends.
Jeremy Dudley, a manager of
Huddle House, said he has heard
several students come to huddle
House to fmd a hangover cure.
"I have always heard greasy food
helps with a hangover, but I don't
know for sure," Dudley said. "I've
never tried it myself."
- Amanda Crider
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BEST CHINESE

august moon

Variety and atmosphere - two
key components that make August
Moon the best for Chinese cuisine
in Murray.
Daniel Young, manager at
August Moon, said students love
the restaurant because of the dining experience.
"We try to have consistency in
the taste and our cooking," Young
said "We try to keep our food very
fresh. We are very meticulous
about our buffet. We change containers every time we cook something. We remove things when ·
they no longer look fresh. We also
try to keep the restaurant as clean
as possible."
Jess Miller, senior from Murray,
said every time she eats at August
Moon, she expects a great overall
experience.
"They have a friendly atmosphere," Miller said. "1 love the rice
and cheese sticks. They have a
great selection on the buffet. The
waiters are very nice and they

always have great service."
Heather Ashworth, senior from
Mt. Vernon, Til., said she and her
mother love to cat there whenever
they get a chance.
·~ugust Moon has a better variety than the other Chinese restaurants in Murray," Ashworth said. ''I
like that I can have a salad before
my meal and I like that I can have
all the major choices ... I like the
atmosphere in there, too. They
have frosted windows with light
coming through them. It's a beautiful restaurant"
Emily Bauer. junior from
Louisville, Ky.. said she eats
Chinese food frequently and
August Moon is a good choice for
college students.
"I like the selection," Bauer said.
"There's so much you can get,
however much you want. I like all
the Chinese desserts, especially
crab rangoon. Although technically it's not a dessert, but .in my
book it is."
-Amanda Crider

We are now in a brand new shop
across from Sirloin Stockade!
The largest &best equipped shop
in West Kentucky & West Tennessee!

Largest jewelry selection
in town witn the
lowest prices!

Jonathan Burric;!The News

Check out My Reality's
Award Winning Tattoo Art In
These Magazines:
April '06 PAIN • Feb '06 CRAVE• March '06 CRAV

707C South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)·759·5600
www.myrealitytattoos.com

Tuesday - Saturday
1p.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday - Monday
Appointment Only

Thank you
for voting
''
. us best place to get a tattoo!
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BEST CUP OF COFFEE

frap house

15th street across from pogue library
Is it a splash of water on the face, a
quick tooth brushing, a cold shower,
loud music, a brisk jog or a big bowl of
Cheerios that wakes you up in the
morning?
If it's a hot cup of joe, you need look
no further than The Frap House, the little coffee shop with a big campus reputation.
Wissara Nimitrungtaree begins her
day five times a week at the Frap House
for her favorite drink, an iced mocha.
"I'm not sure I'm addicted, but I love
and
this
taste,"
this
coffee
Nimitrungtaree said.
but
Addicted?
Maybe
not,
Nimitrungtaree said she does enjoy the
appetizing flavor of the coffee and the
attitude of the employees and owners.
"The owners recognize me,''
Nirnitrungtaree. "They ask 'What do I
want,' 'What do I like.' I'm a person that
is important to them."
A place where everybody knows
your name is certainly appealing, but
Nirnitrungtaree said she also appreci-

ates the extra boost the coffee from
The Frap House gives her.
"I
feel
more
attractive,"
Nimitrungtaree said. "When I wake up
I want to give something to myself.
This is my start ... to make my day go
well."
Owners Steve and Christy Skaggs
said quality is what keeps the customers jonesing for their java.
'We spend a lot of time flnding the
best coffee and beans," Steve Skaggs
sai·d. 'We try to develop the best taste."
Second to taste in importance to the
Skaggs is atmosphere.
"It's the environment here," Christy
Skaggs said. "And we can do things the
way we want since we're not chain.
(Customers) get booked on the environment here ·- but it's mostly for the
pick-me-up."
You can't go wrong with The Frap
House's three best sellers- the caramel
frap, iced vanilla latte and hot caramel
latte.

....

- Robin Phelps

April McKeei/ThP News

Murray

~LASER
Center

IMAGtNE ...hair-free

days ahead!!

Murray's Leading Provider of
Laser Hair Removal Services
For Men or Women
Medically Supervised

Certified Laser Technicians
Affordable, Convenient

270·761·4999
Murray Laser Center, LLC
1625 Hwy 121N
Murray
www.murraylaser.com
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BEST DELIVERY

papa john'spizza
n. 12th street

"My pizza's cold."
"You took too long to get here."
"Uh yeah ... I'm a Murray State student, do I get a discount?"
"You put the anchovies on the
wrong side of the pizza."
Pizza delivery drivers face a barrage of surly customers every day, but
there's one place in Murray that
won't let a difficult customer stand in
the way of being the best delivery in
town.
Though the votes may give love to
Papa John's, some of the delivery
employees don't always feel it. Dylan
Volp, junior from Murray and Papa
John's pizza deliverer, said customers
could be a little more understanding.
"Understand that (deliverers) don't
make the policies," Volp said. "I get
weird complaints sometimes, but we
don't get too many. I'll get some like,
'My pizza wasn't cut correctly."'
Volp said insight into the life of a
pizza could shed a little light for customers.

Volp said flrst a customer calls to
make an order, and then the cooks
prepare the dough and add the sauce
and toppings, which takes about two
minutes.
Then the pizza cooks at 410 degrees
Fahrenheit for about flve minutes.
Volp said the average pizza takes
about eight to 10 minutes to bake
fully. Finally, the pizza deliverer
clocks the pizza out and delivers it by
time ordered and proximity.
''When we're really slow, the fastest
·time it will take to deliver is 15 minutes and if we're really busy the slowest time is about 45 minutes to an
hour," Volp said. "If it takes an hour
or more and we don't tell them how
much time it will take ... they get it for
free."
The journey from the oven to the
residential college may seem like a
long one for students awaiting a
cheesy dinner or late-night treat, but
Jakayla Mason, sophomore from
Paducah, Ky., said the wait is usually

Caitlyn Dunnagan/The News

worth it when the pizza arrives.
"It's always fresh when I get it,"
Mason said. "It's always steaming like
it's just come out of the oven ... and
they always bring it in the time they
say they will."
Mason said Papa John's combination of service and value make the
pizza that much better.
"They give MSU student dis-

counts," Mason said. "We're college
students and we love to save our
money."
Dylan Volp said luckily, the hours
he spends riding around town with
stacks of pizzas haven't turned him
off of the pies.
"I thought I'd get tired of pizza, but
haven't yet."
- Robin Phelps

The Main Thin
• 100°/o angus beef
burgers and
hotdogs
hakes, sundaes,
smoothies, waffle
cones and more
• Soft serve ice cream :
vanilla, chocolate,
swirl

.·""

Check out our huge deck!
1401 W. Main St.
761-MAIN

REDKEN - PAUL MITCHELL - MATRIX - WELLA

TIGJ - TRUCCO MAKE-UP - AEI'ERNA - SI'EBASTIAN

270- 753-6263

l OS North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(next to vintage rose)
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BEST PLACE TO GET
YOUR HAIR CUT

the news

GOOBU~

'JliR TROOPS

university barbershop:

16th street across from oakhurst
If you need to satisfy Mom by taming the mop of
hair on your head by Easter, head to the University
Barbershop.
Sharon Ingrum, who works in and qwns the
University Barbershop, said its location is why it has
such an appeal to Murray State students.
"We're right across the street, so its convenient,"
she said.
The shop, located at lOS N. 16th Street, right across
from Oakhurst, has been around for over thirty years.
They provide quality hair cuts at low prices, Ingrum
said.
Ingrum noted that the friendliness of the barbers
combined with the quality cuts and within-walking
distance locality to make it such a good barbershop.
College students must agree, considering they provide SO percent of Ingrum's business. Of those college students who frequent the University
Barbershop. most customers are male.
Despite the name "University" in their designation,
the shop isn't limited to college students. The Murray
community comes for cuts and even bring their children, another aspect of the business she said they
excel in.
The shop is open 8 a.m. - S p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and 8 a.m. -noon Saturdays. No appointment is
needed and watk-ins are welcome.
A regular cut costs $11, but military personnel and
Murray State students receive a discount for a $10
cut.
The simple reason why students should stop by the
University Barbershop, said Ingrum: "Low prices,
good cuts."
- Becky Paskievich
lonathan Burris.'The News

BEST PLACE TO WATCH AGAME

nick's family sports pub
12th st. next to goody's

Have you ever painted your entire
is the best one in the house. Patrons
Murray where you can buy a beer
and watch your favorite team, Nick's
body, stood in below-zero temperawatch everything from NASCAR and
basketball to football, baseball and
tures to see a game winning touchis steadily becoming a favorite.
Robbie Combs, freshman from
even golf.
down or lost your voice from
Camden, Tenn., said he goes to
screaming not only your team, but
Manager Jamie Wireman knows
Nick's for the half-price beers, the
also at the ref, the coach and rowdy
that working on a game night is
opposing fans?
._
always hectic.
accessibility and being able to avoid
"We get very busy," she said. "We
For the sports enthusiasts who frestadium crowding.
quent Nick's Family Sports the
get really full and have several cus"We have a Tuesday night ritual,"
answer is yes. From the funky collectomers for the whole game, especialCombs said. "We usually watch
tion of local sports memorabilia on
ly Murray State games when they're
Tennessee. Go Volsl It's just much
the walls, to a sports-themed menu,
at home. We definitely have a mix of
easier to come here and drink early."
Nick's has a low-key bar atmosphere
students and non-students supportJust three years old, Nick's also has
that appeals to the fair-weather and
ing their favorite teams. We get
restaurants in Paducah, Ky., Cape
the die-hard.
everybody."
Girardeau, Mo., and Evansville, Ind.
;with mora. than 34 T:Vs, e~ery seat~ Bei}lg ,one_o( ~~.few J!lace&._in
• ~ E.ntr~ r~~om~99 to.l4.99, __
. . . . . . . . . -.. •

•

•

'I •

and include typical bar fare - everything from hamburgers and French
fries to the biggest game-day sellers,
pizza and hot wings. All appetizers
are half price during happy and from
S to 7 p.m. daily, customers can try
to win a free appetizer by shooting a
free throw.

. . ••••• -;1laina Zapin

.. .
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BEST PLACE TO LIVE OFF CAMPUS

murray place

1700 lowes drive
Tennis courts, a swimming pool
and a friendly atmosphere are just
some of the things students say
make Murray Place the place to live.
Laura Chambers, junior from
Russellville, Ky., said she likes living in Murray Place because the
apartments are close to campus and
parking is not a big issue.
Chambers, who has called
Murray Place home since the fall,
said it was cheaper than buying or
renting a house.
"I like that everything is included

in one monthly fee, unlike a house,
where you have to pay electric and
cable and internet bills," Chambers
said.
She said she enjoys having the
privacy of her own room and bathroom but also the living room
where she can hang out with
friends.
"Everything is pretty much divided so that my roommates and I are
not on top of each other, but there
is a nice common area where we
can all hang out," Chambers said.

.

.

The tennis courts and pool as
well as the friendly office staff
make apartment-living more
appealing to Chambers.
"I like apartment life better than
dorms," Chambers said. "I like the
fact that I can control the temperature in my apartment at all times,
unlike the dorms. I like the fact that
I don't feel like I am living in a
four-by-four box and that I actually
have my own bathroom and my
own full bed."
Austin West, junior from Lowes,

Ky., said the atmosphere makes
Murray Place a notch above the
rest.
"You're pretty much surrounded
by college kids," West said ...In the
summertime, it's nice because
there's a pool here and everyone just
kind of lays out and gets some sun."

- Emily Wuchner
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BEST PLACE TO FIND A
BARGAIN

antjel'sattic

Keeping up with the
latest fashions is
expensive. Luckily for
broke students there is
a perfect spot to score
a good buy.
Lauren Lanham,
sophomore from
Owensboro, Ky., is a
fashion enthusiast who
says there's no question that Angel's Attic
second-hand shop is
the best place to find a
bargain.
Whether you're
searching for the latest
trends or attempting to
create a more unique
style, Angel's Attic is
the perfect place,
Lanham said.
"They have up-todate clothes, and just
because they're used

doesn't mean they are
of less value," she said.
"They have different
styles, too, not just the
normal stuff that
everyone fmds at the
mall. If you want to
find something unusual or vintage, it's a
good place to go."
She said fust-timers
to Angel's Attic niight
be surprised to fmd
brand name clothing.
"If you really try
hard and look you can
fmd brand name
clothes at good deals,"
she said.
And the funky and
sometimes ricliculous
outfits on the racks are
great for Halloween or
theme parties.
- Becky Paskievich

Jonathan Burris/The News
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BEST LIVE
MUSIC

the bicj apple

arcadia circle off 641 hwy.
When looking for a spot to
kick back and have a night out
with your friends, a good beer
and some great live music
attract many students to this hot
spot on a Thursday night.
The Big Apple Cafe on
Arcadia Circle off Highway 641
hosts musical performances
weekly while students fill the
establishment with drinks inhand.
Popular repeats like Clarence
Dobbins and the Murrvegas AllStars fJ.ll every seat in the house
while new appearances keep
students coming back for more.
While Thursday nights are the
most common for live music,
"Bluegrass Tuesdays" often feature the local band, "Bawn in
the Mash," which performs a
variety of original bluegrass
music and popular covers.
Lauren Harms, senior from
Belleville, lll.. frequently goes
with friends to the Apple on
Thursday nights to see the
music scene.
Harms said her favorite nights
at the Apple include performances by Clarence Dobbins.
The popular funk cover artist
frequently performs at the
Apple once or every other
month.
"(Clarence Dobbins) is my
favorite because a lot of people
dance to his music," Harms said.
"I like other bands like 'The
John Sutton' band too because
they play a bigger variety of
music." '
Whether it's the old school
funk of Clarence Dobbins or the
bluegrass flavor of "Bawn in the
Mash," the atmosphere and
quality of the Apple's live music
scene make it a popular location
in Murray to enjoy more than
just a beer while out at night.

J

Caitlin Ounnagan!Thc News

' -Jim Burch
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BEST PLACE TO MEET A
ONE NIGHT STAND

party at 1404 hughes street

If you're looking for love in all the
wrong places. a certain spot just off
campus might give you better luck - at
least for one night.
Joe Hobbs, senior from Murray, has
lived in the house at 1404 Hughes Street
for three years and said he has witnessed more around his house on party
nights most people care to see in a life-

time.

Jonathan Burris/The News

-·

Hobbs said he and his roommates'
parties, at one time monthly, fill the
backyard and most of the surrounding
area with a diverse crowd from cliques
across campus.
"We have a basement in our house
that's kind of grungy," Hobbs said.
"Every now and then I'll catch people
hiding out down there, doing whatever
they're doing. Not that I want to know.''
Hobbs said the reason parties at
Hughes Street are so popular is because
they attract such a cross-section of the
student population.

"You meet people you just wouldn't
normally meet," Hobbs said. "Not to
talk down on a fraternity party or anything. but I think those just have the
same people every time."
The parties at 1404 - commonly
referred to simply as "Hughes Street
parties" or "parties at Hughes" - are so
popular among students they have
developed a cult following and spun off
into several Facebook groups.
Unfortunately for potential drunken
daters, there hasn't been a party at the
storied house on Hughes Street since
the end of last semester. Hobbs said
several fights that have broken out
caused the police to start cracking
down on the party atmosphere.
Diversity has its price, apparently.
Said Hobbs: "The crowd got a little
too diverse and some of the drama that
came along with it caused some pretty
bad fights."
-Jim Burch
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BEST BARTENDERS

vitello's

corner of 15th and olive streets
Sometimes you want to go where
everybody knows your name.
This is just the approach to service that sets the bartending staff
at Vitello's, on the corner of 15th
and Olive Streets, apart from
every other Murray nightspot.
Derek McCuiston bartends at
Vitello's nightly. McCuiston said
the key to the Vitello's bar's sue. cess rests in the close connection
between the staff members and
their friendly approach to serving
guests.
"The atmosphere is what does
it," McCuiston said. "We always
help each other out. We hang out
outside of work."
Through this unity, McCuiston
said each of the bartenders is able
to cater to the wants and needs of
every patron while also making
the dining experience more
enjoyable.
With the onset of spring weath-

er, McCuiston said students continue flocking to Vitello's for this
relaxing environment.
"We do whatever ... we can do
to help (the customer),"
McCuiston said. "We're just a
close unit here."
Kara McCombs, sophomore
from Lexington, said the bartenders at Vitello's are courteous
and attentive to the needs of customers.
"A good bartender always
remembers what you drink,"
McCombs said. "They remember
what you drink and they are
always really friendly."
McCombs said the combination
of pleasant bar service and the
drink variety keeps her coming
back each week.
·
"(Vitello's has) a really unique
atmosphere," McCombs said.
- Phillip Dishon
April McKeeVThe News

Thank you
BEST JUKEBOX
Murray State students ••• vitello's

DAILY
HAPPY HOUR 2 - 6 p.m.
112 PRICE BEER AND APPETIZERS

.. .for voting Nick's the best
place to watch sportsl

The Touch Tunes
jukebox at Vitello's
makes bar goers the
DJs, letting them spin
everything from classic
country to hip-hop.
Brent Boyd, a server
at Vitello's, said the
restaurant's system differs from the traditional barroom jukebox
because it allows customers to search a
wide variety of music
and even download
songs onto the player.
"It's really, really
diverse," Boyd said.
"There's a lot of random stuff. You can
search for any music
you want and download it."
At the cost of just SO
cents, Boyd said customers can pick out

songs to accompany
their experience.
Considering the relative small size of the
bar area, Boyd said the
jukebox makes a night
out more personal.
"You have a pretty
small atmosphere,"
Boyd said. "(The customer is) in control of
the setting.''
Boyd said the jukebox also gives customers the opportunity
to win free song plays
through a series of
interactive digital
games.
Lee Orazine, junior
from Kevil, Ky., said
the jukebox enhances
the Vitello's experience
because of the diverse
amounts of music
available to patrons.

"(The jukebox) has a
very good selection."
Orazine said. "It's kind
of like how radio was
back in the day. You get
to request your song."
Orazine said he usually spends a few dollars on the jukebox a
week. Unlike other bar
settings, Orazine said
the jukebox lets people
hear just what they
want.
"It's a whole lot better than karaoke
because you have the
actual artist singing the
song instead of (an
amateur),.. Orazine
said.

- Phillip Dishon

thenews ·
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GAME OF THE YEAR

murray state YS. austin peay, -·S basketball
The 2006-07 season featured two
more classic games from the best
rivalry in the Ohio Valley - Murray
State vs. Austin Peay.
Austin Peay rallied from a 17-point
deficit to score a nine-point victory
over the Racers at the Dunn Center
Jan. 16. But the Racers had revenge
on their minds when the first-place
Governors rolled into Murray Feb. 1,
and the resulting contest was selected as the year's best game.
The match-up was destined to be a
classic one from the beginning. The
Govs sat atop the OVC with an
impressive 11-1 conference record
while the Racers were just starting
to hit their stride, coming off two
season-resurrecting road victories at
Southeast Missouri and Samford.
The Regional Special Events
Center was abuzz with energy from
its largest crowd of the season as the
teams took the court.
Austin Peay jumped out to an early
first-half advantage, leading br as
much as seven at 31-24. But the
Racers ended the first half on a 7-2
run, capped by Tyler Holloway's
fadeaway three-pointer at the buzzer,
sending the game to halftime with

Murray State trailing by just two
points.
The Racers struggled out of the
gate in the second half, and
turnovers allowed Austin Peay to
build a seven-point lead once again.
But Holloway sparked another Racer
run with two more three-pointers
and brought the game to a 48-48 tie.
Murray State took its flrst lead of the
game when Dancro Thomas drilled a
straight away three with 10:56 left on
the clock.
Sparked b}' the boisterous crowd.
the Racers took the game over in the
finallO minutes, building a doubledigit lead and cruising to a 77-68 victory.
Murray State dominated Austin
Peay in the post, outrebounding the
Govs 39-23 and a staggering 23-7 in
the second half. The Racers also
doubled up on Pcay in offensive
rebounds at 18-9.
After the victory, the Racer players
made their way over to the student •
section to celebrate with their comrades their latest triumph in the storied history of the rivalry.
- Tommy Dillard

photos by Elaine Kight/The News

Ray George collides with an Austin Peay player in the first half of Murray State's victory.

Tyler
Holloway
navigates
his way to
the basket
against
Austin
Peay. The
Racers
defeated
the
Governors
77·68 Feb.l
at the
Regional
Special
Events·
Center.

The Murray State bench and crowd celebrate another Racer win over the Governors.
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BEST RIVALRY

murray state v. austin peay
Sixty-five years. One
hundred and four games.
Two fan bases that hate
each other's guts. One
great college basketball
rivalry.
The old adage that familiarity breeds contempt certainly applies when Murray
State and Austin Peay meet
on the basketball court.
Just 65 miles separate
Murray from Clarksville,
Tenn., and when the Racers
and Governors get together, you can expect a boisterous, high-energy atmosphere no matter which
campus the game is played
on.
When Racer fans call for
their team to "Flush the
Peay," Governor fans
respond with the slightly
less creative and tasteful
"Muck Furray." The rivalry
among fans came to a head

in 2004 when administrators from both schools had
to quell an altercation
between students during a
game at Austin Peay's
Dunn Center.
The Racers have dominated the all-time series,
which stands at 68-36.
Murray State holds a 40-8
record over the Governors
in games played in Murray.
Even so, the games are
always closely contested
and the rivalry has come to
defme basketball in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Since 2000, the Racers
and Govs have played four
overtime games, one of
which was an Austin Peay
victory in the OVC
Semifmal in 2003. The
Racers returned that favor,
however, in one of the classic games of the rivalry in
the 2004 OVC

Championship.
Austin Peay came into
Nashville riding a remarkable undefeated conference
season. Thought by many
to have a chance to make
some noise in the NCAA
Tournament, the
Governors ran into a
Murray State team that
would not be denied.
Racer seniors Cuthbert
Victor and Antione
Whelchel led Murray State
to a 66-60 victory, handing
Austin Peay its first conference loss of the season and
denying them an NCAA
Tournament berth.
Another historic OVC
Championship game
between the two schools
was played in 1997, when
the Racers hung on for an
overtime victory, again
ending the Govs' season.
- Tommy Dillard

Elaine Kight/The News

Tyler Holloway drives toward the basket durlno the Austin Peay game Feb.l.
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Thank you to all of our
Frapulous Customers
for voting us
#I Coffee!

JW
MOST
UNDERRATED
SPOm
TEAM
rifleteam
dleDMS

runner-up:
volleyball team

Thcked away in the lower level or
Roy Stewart Stadium undemeath a
field of green sits the Pat Spurgin
Rifle range, home of the Racer rifle
team.
Without a guide or a set of directions, most people wouldn't be able
to locate the venue of a sport tlult's
been active on campus since 1956. I£
however, a person is lucky enough to
fmd the unmarked door that leads to
a room full of flying bullets - shielded by a thick wall of plexiglass, of
course - they wf11 have located one
of Murray State's most well-kept
secrets, well as the most successful Racer sport on campus.
The decor of the hidden facility
consists of plaques, medals and trophies the team has been collecting
since the start of the rifle program SO
seasons ago. Among .the. pl,aqLJe.t
hanging on the "safe side11 of the
room are two NCAA championships.
three national collegiate titles and
nine Ohio Valley Conference titles.
On the '"unsafe side" of the glass,
more than 700 shots are taken during
each prac!tice in order to ensure that •
the team's memorabilia collection
continues to grow.
This year the team made its 27th
appearance at the NCAA championship match, and Head Coach
Morgan lUcks aims to hit No. ~
next season.
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it might be the only perk of this job, but we'll take it - having the last word.

some of your choices we loved, some we hated. now we'll tell you why.

tommy dillard
sports editor

jonathan burris
photo editor

~·••• • ••··~···

When the editors at The Murray State News first got our hands
on the freshly calculated results of Superfecta voting, my eyes
naturally went to Best of Sports first. and I was disappointed with
what I found in the oame of the year category.
Come on guys. This category has to go to the women's basket·
ball team. Some of the most exciting basketball games I've seen in
my lifetime were played by our women at the end of this season.
The game of the year has to be the Racers' OVC Tournament
Semifinal victory over Tennessee-Martin at the Gaylord
Entertainment Center in Nashville. Win or go home, down to the
wire and Murray State prevails In spite of star forward Joi Scott's
season-ending injury a week earlier. Do I hear an ESPN Classic
Instant Classic?
It took overtime for the Racers to get a 66·65 victory over the
Skyhawks and advance to the championship game. Leading by
one, the Racers fouled Martin's Crystal Fuller on a last-second
shot giving the Skyhawks a chance to win. or at the very least tie
the game at the free-throw line. Miraculously, Fuller missed both
shots. sending Murray state to its first ovc title oame since 1990.
Now that's game of the year material
Hey folks. You don't hear from me much because I just take
the pictures, but this is a special day. You, the students of
Murray State. have voted on the best of the wide selection this
booming speck on the map has to offer. I am here to tell you
why you are right or wrong. Boss Lady says I have to keep it
short so I'm gonna go straight for the jugular and blow your
minds.
Clearly you kids know where to relieve yourself. as you chose
the second floor of Waterfield as the best public bathroom.
Speaking strictly from the male point of view, you are correct.
The place is immaculate. no one ever intrudes when you're
doing your business and there's always a random magazine on
the floor to read.
However. you kids chose Huddle House for best late niQht
moochles cure. I would rather fall face first into a pile of left·
over Winslow scrambled eggs. I pine for the glory days of Log
Cabin.

··~·~·~·-·~

casey aortbcutt
college life editor
•• •

·····~···~A

...

rockelle gray
opinion editor

elizabeth cawein
editor in chief

While I tend to agree that the rifle team is underrated at
Murray State. no team deserves the title most underrated
sports team more than the Bass Anglers.
Each week, The Murray State News features an outdoor col·
umn written by Steve Miller. last year, Warren King was our
outdoor columnist and he was a member of the Bass Anglers.
Had he not been on our staff. I may not even know about the
Bass AnQiers.
Many students may not know that the Bass Anglers won
the American Bass Anglers National Tournament last October.
But the Bass Anglers were not given the proper celebration
the men's football or basketball team would have gotten if
they had won a national championship. If the Racer basketball team won a national championship, you bet the
University·would be plastering signs everywhere in Murray
and making sure any one associated with Murray was getting
the good word out.
But our award-winning Bass Anglers have been sitting pas·
sively in the background of their own victory not expectim~
any thing, except maybe another win this year.
Why do you guys always want to hate on the smart kids?
Blackburn Science buildinq is hardly the UQIIest on-campus bulldlnQ. Have you not seen Faculty Hall? That thing gives uqly a bad
name. And for that matter, some of the residential colleges are
nothing to write home about, either.
But it's OK, because you oot one thing right - parties at Hughes
Street as the best place to meet 1 ont111Qht stand. I never
thought in my four years of toiling away in the newsroom of The
Murray State News that I would live to see Hughes Street parties
immortalized in the pages of this newspaper.
Thouoh I've never personally picked up a one-nioht stand in
the Hughes backyard. I have spent many a Saturday night there
with my fellow Racer Band·ites and anyone and everyone else
who cared to wander down the driveway and dip into some of the
best hooch ever made on a college campus - anywhere.
Here's to the boys at 1404 Hughes St. and everyone who voted
for their fine establishment.

As an Elizabethan myself, I heartily aQree with the statement that
Elizabeth is the best resident~~~ coleQI on campus. It might have
a beat up lobby and community bathrooms. but lizo has "it" - that
little. extra quality that's hard to define but easily felt.
I suppose the community is just friendly and welcoming. For
example, a oan9 of lobby rats sits on the worn out couches by the
door every day and shouts to whoever walks throuoh the door. It
reminds me of the "Cheers" theme sono. "I wanna oo where everyone knows my name."
way to go, lobby. I love you guys.
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Residential College Seminars
How can you make history, take an exciting (no; really!) class with your
friends, and get credit at the same time?
Enroll in one of the College Seminars: one-hour courses that will be offered in each Residential College
with enrollment restricted to members of the College and taught, in most cases, by faculty from the same
College. It's the next step in the historic development of MSU's Residential College system,
and you can be part of it.
Go to class in your college, with your friends.
It's. a real class, with real grades, and a real educational experience.

Clark College

Elizabeth College

Hart College

Hester College

Illegal Drugs in America
PauiLucko
Tuesdays 6 - 6:50

Getting the Word Out: Guerrilla
Publicity for the Modern Media
Bob Valentine and Bob McGaughey
Mondays (first 8 weeks) 3:30- 5:20

Fit for Life
Corky Broughton
Mondays 4- 4:50

Friendship, Love, and Lust
Peggy Pitman-Munke and
Eric Umstead
Mondays 6 - 6:50

Regents College

Richmond College

Assassinations that
Changed History
Bertus Ferreira
Mondays 4:30 - 5:20

Running on Empty: Surviving
the Coming Energy Crisis
Ted Thiede
Thursdays 6- 7:45
(every other week)

Springer/
Franklin College

White College

That's Entertainment! Do
Saving Planet Earth
You Get What You See or
Claire Fuller and Howard Whiteman
See What You Get?
Thursdays 3 :30 - 4:20
James LaValle
Tuesdays 4-4:50

How do you sign up?
.

~

It's simple! Provide your name, phone number, and last four numbers of your SSN on the sign-up sheet
located at your Residential College front desk or at your College Head's office. We'll take care of the rest!

Enrollment is limited, so act soon.
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Elizabeth Collage says,
.... Thanks, Murray Statal"

For recognizin g "Liz o" as your favorite resid ential coll ege.
We'd like to say "thanks" to the pe·ople and the organizations that make lizo the unique institution is has become. We appreciate ...
Our hculty, from Ms. Ausland to Or Zou. from Prof. Balthrop to Or. Zimmerer
The Aerie: MSU's only monthly College magazine
Our athletic teemt - now.ranked #2 among the Colleges
The Globe Theatre Troupe
The Thanksgiving Progressive Dinner
Toilet Talk: our weekly as.sault on tgnorance with a touch of class
Our Houa.ing Steff: RO Troy Williams and 8 of the best RAs O!'l c.ampus!
Toilet Tank: our official underground newspaper. "Offending everyone since 2005"
The Academia Nuts
Tbe First YeaJ leaders
The Honor Society
Lambda Zeta Omicron: the Col-lege Philanthropic Honorary
The M"erd i Gras Ba.ll
The Elizabeth Cborale and the All Campus Singers
The Lobby Lizards end Amp Rats
The Commuters •nd the · oven Gang •
Pres i-dent Rashod Taylo·r and the Elizabeth College Council
The Faculty fellows : Doc McGaughey, Or. Sonya Baker, and Or. John Dillon
Our College Head: "Doc" Valentine

And, Most of All,
Our members, on -campus and off-campus;
undergrads and alums

It ' s L izo , ya'U.

